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Mercer, 8-0 
Matt Easterday went 2 for 
4 last night and broke the 
mark for consecutive game 
hitting streak. 
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George-Anne 
know 
who's coming 
to town? 
Chances are, it's not Jimmy 
Buffett, but we'll tell you where 
he and a bunch of your other 
musical favorites will be this 
summer in our concert guide. 
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Grube reflects on his baptism by fire 
Grube and his first year as GSU's president 
By Kelley McGonrjell 
Editor in Chief 
President Bruce F. Grube's first official duty as a 
GSU president was to chop the watermelon's in July, 
a tradition older than most students' parents. 
Since then he has learned a few things, and made 
a few changes. 
One of those changes will be in his attire this July 
when he cuts the melons. 
"I think I'll wear a wetsuit," Grube said. "No 
matter how careful you are, when you start whacking 
at watermelons, the juices fly all around. Who knows, 
maybe I'll wear a Speedo when I cut the watermel- 
ons." 
Don't count on that though. Grube has learned 
how to cut a melon properly. 
"I've learned how to cut a watermelon," he said. 
"You don't really cut a watermelon, you whack a 
watermelon really hard and it just lays right open." 
But in his first year as president, capped off this 
month with his inauguration. Grube has discovered 
GSU and learned more than he expected. 
Grube said that his biggest discovery this year was 
getting to know the people on campus and in the 
community. 
"The best discovery I've made about Georgia 
Southern is how many good people make up this 
university," he said. "I still am discovering the fac- 
ulty; they are doing incredible things." 
"I've enjoyed the students from the get go," he 
said. "The people at Georgia Southern University are 
unusual. Most of them go out of their way trying to 
make Georgia Southern the best place it can be." 
He said the biggest story on campus was probably 
the National Championship. 
"The thing that gained us the most publicity was 
the football team winning the I-AA National Champi- 
onship," he said. "All the work we do to get our name 
out was nothing compared to the exposure we got 
when the football team won the championship." 
The Community Relationship 
Grube said that, despite a few glitches, the States- 
boro community is extremely supportive of the uni- 
versity. 
"I don't know of any place that raises more than a 
million dollars in such a short period of time," Grube 
said. "Certainly we have issues. Sometimes the uni- 
versity will bump up against the community, but 
certainly the support that this university has from 
Statesboro and Bulloch County is in- 
credibly strong. The best I've seen." 
SGA 
Despite the overturning of the first 
SGA elections, Grube said that student 
government has not damaged its rela- 
tionship with the administration. 
"I don't know that SGA is tarnished 
with the administration," he said. "I've 
worked at a half of dozen campuses, 
there are many worse examples of stu- 
dent government than I've seen at Geor- 
gia Southern. The students involved here 
I think are good people." 
Baseball 
Grube said that despite the loss of 
eight baseball players in part because of 
the hazing incident, the athletic depart- 
ment did what was best for the team. 
"In fact I think the baseball problem 
was handled in the proper manner," he 
said. "But I thought the coach and ath- 
letic director had no choice. It seems to 
have resulted in a better chemistry on the 
baseball team. They are doing extraordi- 
narily well for themselves." 
Graduation 
When spring graduation was com- 
bined for one mass graduation and then 
summer ceremonies were discontinued, 
Grube said that many students did voice 
concerns, and did make a difference. 
"A lot of students did voice opinions 
once they discovered what was in the 
works most of the students we talked to, 
once they understood what the gradua- 
tion was really all about, ceased to be so 
opposed," he said. 
Grube said that graduation is not only for the 
students. 
"It's a university wide ceremony," he said. "A 
tradition of the academy; it's also for faculty and all 
of those in the university community associated with 
the students' education." 
He said in the future it will be handled more 
carefully. 
Learning Support 
It was announced this week that Learning Support 
students will no longer be accepted at GSU. Grube 
File photo 
PRESIDENTIAL DUTY? President Grube and his wife, Kathryn, cut watermelons at the annual event 
this past summer. Grube said he never knew watermelon cutting was in his job description. 
said that students who do not meet the University 
System of Georgia requirements for admission, which 
are lower than GSU's, will no longer be admitted. 
"In the fall we will quit accepting students who do 
not meet the minimum system standards," he said. 
He said that the second phase will be to stop 
accepting students who do not meet the mini- 
mum GSU requirements for admission. The third 
stage, will be to start raising the minimum re- 
quirements. 
Grube said that the faculty of Learning Support 
will be either incorporated into a Student Success 
Center or in to the various departments on campus. 
"There are probably a couple of alternatives out 
there," he said. "We are going to work with the faculty 
to see if there are other areas where they can continue 
to contribute to the campus." 
Grube will focus next year on the next phase of the 
Strategic Plan and will continue to exact positive 
changes. 
But this July, when he whacks those watermelons, 
he may be doing it in a Speedo. 
Six candidates qualify to run for SGA president 
By John Bryson 
News Editor 
Six students have qualified for 
the upcoming SGA elections to be 
held on May 1 and 2, among them 
Joyce Estrada and Aaron Nicely, two 
of the central figures in the recalling 
of the first SGA election. 
Estrada, Nicely, Jason Clary, 
Blair Ermer, Sly Colquitt and Ronnie 
Douberly all turned in applications 
and met the requirements for run- 
ning. 
tc All of the candidates have ex- 
pressed their desire to rectify the 
problems of SGA, in particular the 
image the organization has among 
students. 
Estrada 
Joyce Estrada, victorious in the 
first election but forced to run again 
after the elections were overturned, 
said she is pumped about the S%*ond 
I campaign. '^L 
"I'm pumped up," Estrada said.' 
"My supporters are ready and I've 
gotten nothing but encouragement 
from students." 
Speaking about why students 
should vote for her after her cam- 
paign was found guilty of impropri- 
eties by the judicial board, Estrada 
said that she is now wiser because of 
the ordeal. 
"After a year of fighting an uphill 
battle for you on 
SGA, and now after 
having an election 
taken away from me, 
I truly know what it 
will mean to repre- 
sent you as your 
SGA president," 
Estrada said. 
Estrada further 
reiterated that the 
allegations brought 
by Rushing were not 
true and were only 
upheld because of 
Nicely's testimony 
in the hearing. 
"The allegations 
were not true at all," 
Estrada said. "I think 
the key witness was 
Aaron Nicely and that he manipu- 
lated his words to convince the judi- 
cial board." 
Nicely 
Aaron Nicely, the 1999-2000 
SGA president, said he is seeking a 
second term to correct the problems 
of the past year. 
"After all the negative publicity 
SGA received I felt I should come 
back out and lead the students," 
Nicely said. "I will continue to work, 
as I always have, to represent student 
interests on campus." 
} 
Joyce Estrada Ronnie Douberly 
ADDRESSING THEIR PEERS:Ronnie Douberly, Joyce Estrada and Aaron 
the position of SGA president for the upcoming year, gave their platforms for 
the Rotunda. 
Nicely said his platform will ad- 
dress the issues of a student leader- 
ship summit, continuation of the 
House of Representatives, locating 
an SGA polling location at the RAC. 
establishing an online message board 
for SGA and allowing religious and 
Greek organizations to be funded by 
SGA. 
Nicely, roundly criticized as the 
reason for SGA's lack of accom- 
plishment this past year, also said he 
accepts responsibility for the mis- 
takes that lead to the unproductivity. 
"As a leader you accept responsibil- 
ity," Nicely said. "You accept responsi- 
bility for the actions of an organization 
you are the head of. If things are broken, 
it will be my job to fix them." 
When questioned why he didn't run 
in the first elections held in March, Nicely 
said he learned of the deadline late. 
He further stated that in the first 
election he didn' t rim because he didn' t 
want to cause professional tension be- 
tween himself and Estrada and that his 
decision to now run was based on his 
knowledge of the improprieties com- 
Aaron Nicely 
Nicely, all candidates running for 
their campaigns yesterday under 
mitted by the Estrada campaign. 
"I didn't want the negativity that 
would come up if I ran against Joyce 
in the first election," Nicely said. 
"However, the contesting of the elec- 
tion and the irregularities forced me 
to change my mind." 
When asked why students should 
vote for him the second time around, 
Nicely said that his experience is the 
key factor. 
"My experience and knowledge 
of SGA's workings are why some- 
one should vote for me," Nicely said. 
"I'm tired of all the negatives," 
Jason Clary said. "We need to 
change SGA and give it a positive 
view among students and the com- 
munity." 
Clary 
Clary, who said his platform 
will revolve around returning re- 
spectability to SGA, reinstate- 
ment of fall break and summer 
graduation, and promoting unity 
on campus, said he considers him- 
self a dark horse in the upcoming 
race. 
"All students have heard about 
recently is about Estrada and 
Nicely," Clary said. "That's gonna 
make it tough, but I think I'm a 
viable darkhorse candidate who 
may surprise people." 
Ermer 
Blair Ermer, an undeclared fresh- 
man who is running independently, 
said he is seeking the post of SGA 
president only to unite the student body. 
"[SGA] is so divided right now," 
Ermer said.   "They can't get any- 
thing done. I think [SGA] needs to 
work together and unite the students." 
Ermer did not list any other spe- 
cific proposals. 
Douberly 
Ronnie Douberly, a 36-year-old 
technical education major, is run- 
Please see SGA, page 2 
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Things To Do at GSU 
Ongoing 
•More than 2,000 tickets will be available 
for students to purchase beginning August 19 
from 3 to 7 p.m. at the Paulson Stadium to the 
GSU vs. Georgia football game. All students 
who are enrolled in the 2000-2001 academic 
year will be served on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. They will also be allowed to purchase 
two tickets each with proof of a current I.D. 
•Free Tutoring in several subjects: 
English, history, sociology and psychology, 
all maths, chemistry, biology, and college 
reading/study skills. Each subjecthasdifferent 
hours of operation. Call 681-0321 for more 
information. 
•The Christian Faculty/Staff meets 
every Monday at noon in the Russell Union 
Room 2044. 
•The NAACP meets every Monday at 6 
p.m. in the Russell Union Room 2047. 
•BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 
401 Chandler Rd. across from Johnson Hall. 
BSU also has lunch every Wednesday from 
12 to 1 p.m. 
•GSU Chapter of Habitat for Humanity 
meetsevery Tuesday at 5:30p.m. in the Russell 
Union Room 2044. 
•The American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) meets the first and third 
Wednesday of every month at 2 p.m. in the 
Technology Building Room 2116. 
Today 
•Disability Awareness Day will be held 
at Brooklet Elementary School. 
•BSU/Vision Ministries is having Bible 
Study at 7 p.m. in the Russell Union. 
April 27 - 28 
•BSU/Vision Ministries is having a 
Praise and Worship Service at 7 p.m. in the 
Russell Union Theater. 
April 28 
•The Southern Explosion Dance Team 
Tryouts are from 6 to 9 p.m. at the RAC. 
Tryout fees are $5. 
April 25 - 29 
•The play, "The Good Times are Killing 
Me" by Linda Barry, will be shown in 
Communication Arts Black Box Theatre at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $2 for GSU students with ID, 
$4 for faculty/staff, and $6 for the genral 
public. 
April 29 
•BSU/Vision Ministries is having a free 
Bar-B-Que and Talent Show at Sweet Heart 
Circle from 10 a.m. until. 
•The Southern Explosion Dance Team 
Tryouts are from 1 to 6 p.m. at the RAC. 
Tryout fees are $5. 
April 30 
•BSU/Vision Ministries is having a 
Praise and Worship Service at 11 a.m. in the 
Russell Union Theater. 
•The Southern Explosion Dance Team 
Tryouts are from 11 a.m. until at the RAC. 
Tryout fees are $5. 
SGA 
From page 1 
ning independently and said he thinks that is key to 
his campaign. 
"There are questions about whether or not an 
independent candidate can be effective," Douberly 
said. "I think it's actually better because the 
president won't get caught up in letting his friends 
work on pet projects and will actually work from a 
professional perspective." 
Douberly said the focus of his platform is going 
to be on volunteer service, campus safety and the 
improvement of registration. 
Douberly also feels as though his age will play 
into his favor. 
"I know how to lead," Douberly said. "I've 
done lots of things in my life - a full-time job, 
school and extracurricular activities - that will 
show me to be the most qualified candidate." 
Colquitt 
Sly Colquitt, a senior justice studies major who is 
also a building manager at the Russell Union, said his 
interest in SGA was sparked by the recent scandal. 
"I never had an interest until recently," Colquitt 
said. "I talked to some friends and we decided we had 
the,leadership necessary to represent the students in 
the coming year. SGA has lost its credibility and 
many faculty and students feel it could have been 
handled better." 
Colquitt said he plans to focus on student involve- 
ment, campus safety and a shuttle bus system for the 
GSU campus. 
While acknowledging his own lack of experience 
on SGA, Colquitt doesn't think experience makes 
someone the best candidate for the job. 
"Those who are in SGA currently do have the 
experience factor over me," Colquitt said. "How- 
ever, that doesn't make them best for the job." 
The elections will be held on May 1 and 2, with a 
runoff being held May 4 and 5, if necessary. 
This is the final edition of 
the George-Anne for this 
semester. We wish 
everyone a great summer! 
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he Garden District is a unique community that 
blends the fun and fresh lifestyle of New Orleans, with its 
popular French Quarter architecture, and the convenience of 
being right here in Statesboro. 
Experience the fee! of community with 
neighborhood restaurants arid small shops 
• Experience the pleasure of a private balcony 
or a quiet garden patio 
■ 
« Experience the convenience of name brand 
appliances including clothes washer & dryer 
• Experience rapid internet access through 
"state of the art* coiTaminication services 
' experience the security of 24 hour on-site 
9 courtesy officers 
Statesboro Police Department 
April 25 
•Rick Stevens, of Old Register Rd., 
reported criminal trespass. 
April 24 
•A rape was reported on North Easy St. 
•Michael Owen, 18. of 300 W. Highway 
80 E., Brooklet, Ga., was charged with theft 
by taking. 
•Tim Davis, 24, of 326 B. Johnson St., 
was charged with driving on suspended license 
and obstruction. 
POLICE BEAT 
•Bernice Sparling, of Meadow Dr., 
reported criminal trespass. 
•Sherika Johnson, ol'Johnson St., reported 
battery. 
April 20 
•Kendrell Brenton, 19, of 138 Lawton 
Place Dr., Sylvania, Ga., was charged with 
entering auto. 
•Antonio Hopkins, 22, of 277A Thankful 
Church Rd., Girord, Ga., was charged with 
entering auto. 
Editor's Note: Police Beat appears in 
every issue of the George-Anne in an effort to 
inform the GSU community of the amount, I 
nature and location of crime. All reports arc 
public information and can be obtained from 
the GSU Division of Public Safety or at the 
Statesboro Police Department. 
-All Police Beat information te 
compiled by Shawntineal Hughes, 
assistant news editor. 
Student leaders reconized at awards ceremony1 
By Sam Siegel 
A&E Editor 
Some of our school's finest were 
recognized at the third annual GSU 
student leadership awards banquet 
that was held last night. 
Bruce Grube, the keynote 
speaker, brought attention to their 
accomplishments. 
"Each of you brings special tal- 
ents and special abilities to the 
table," he said. "I want to thank all 
of you students for your commit- 
ment." 
In his eight part lecture about 
leadership, he encouraged people 
to be civil, nice, honest apologetic, 
just, jovial and curious. 
The people recognized exempli- 
fied all of these upstanding qualities. 
The John F. Nolen award and 
the Southern Talon award were 
among the highest honors given. 
There were twenty four awards 
given to organizations, students, 
faculty and staff members; many 
others were asked to stand and be 
recognized. 
This night was a way for South- 
ern to say thank you to some of its 
exemplary motivaters and unsung 
heroes. 
Those vindicated with the John 
Nolen award, the highest accolade 
given, were Erica Mine, Elliott L. 
Rogers, Voncieallies Allen, Tod 
Bowman, Nima Farsinejad, Erin 
Halbling and the G-A's own edi- 
tor-in-chief, Kelley McGonnell. 
The Southern Talon award was 
awarded to Shellie Dodd, Joyce 
Estrada, Rosanne Logan, Angela 
Jones, Nancy Kerves, Caroline 
Sherman, Ayisha Zachery and 
Bryant Smalley. 
There was no shortage of com- 
mitment in the room. It was surely 
a commendable evening. 
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Supreme Court sides with opponents of video poker 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Su- 
preme Court has refused to interfere 
with South Carolina's scheduled July 
1 ban of video gambling, a $2.8- 
billion-a-year industry in that state. 
The justices, without comment 
Monday, rejected an appeal that chal- 
lenged the way the ban was approved 
last year. 
The appeal had been filed by 
Joytime Distributors & Amusement 
Co., a Greenville-based corporation 
that owns 164 video gambling ma- 
chines in several counties. 
"We thought it was a substantial 
issue that at some time the court 
needs to look at," Joytime lawyer 
Gaston Fairey said. "We're disap- 
pointed that the court chose not to do 
it." 
The South Carolina General As- 
sembly last summer passed the ban 
on video gambling unless a majority 
of voters in a planned November 
referendum approved continued 
payouts from the machines. 
The South Carolina Supreme 
Court struck down the referendum, 
ruling that the General Assembly had 
violated the state constitution by del- 
egating its decision-making power. 
This Week 
Today 
Partly cloudy 
with a high of 
69 and a low 
of 48. 
K<LJL^JL 
But the state's highest court upheld 
other parts of the law, effectively 
ending video gambling as of July 1. 
"I do not believe we left any loop- 
holes in the law to give them an ex- 
tended life," said Rep. Terry Haskins, 
R-Greenville, who authored the bill. 
After unsuccessfully seeking the 
state court's reconsideration, law- 
yers for Joytime filed the appeal acted 
on Monday. 
s Weather 
Thursday 
Partly cloudy 
with a high of 
76 and a low 
of 54. 
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17931 Highway 67 South • Statesboro, GA 30458 
Going Fast! Come by Before 
the Break to Secure an Apartment 
for the Fail and to Register to Win 
a Free Month's Rent! 
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End-of-the-year 
thank you nots 
Opinions Wednesday, April 26, 2000 — Page 3 
Your Opinion 
Well, we actually made it through 
another school year. GSU really 
outdid itself this year with all its 
political scandal, millionaire con- 
testants and tolling bells. 
According to the list of long 
term goals that I wrote down as 
a freshman this was supposed 
to be my final column full of 
_thank yous and boohoos. In- 
stead I will be saving that 
column for December at the 
.earliest. I have, though, com- 
piled my own list of thank 
■ you not's to all those persons 
who have played a role in my 
decision to graduate using the "five 
year plan". 
(1) To the advisor who allowed 
me to advise myself as a freshman I 
say a sincere and heartfelt thank you 
not. I really enjoyed taking those 
extra elective classes that I may never, 
ever, ever use in my natural life— 
though I do believe that I am prob- 
, ably much more analytical because I 
took both psychology and sociology. 
I am also much more conscientious 
about each and every microscopic 
* detail of my college career because 
you entered my life during my first 
quarter here. 
(2) To the girl behind me in the 
' dinner line at Landrum during my 
sophomore year who told me that the 
liver and onions were really good, 
my doctor and I both say thank you 
not. I was so sick that I missed the 
'. test that determined whether I got the 
A that would have kept me on the 
dean's list. From you I learned that 
"well done" may not mean the same 
to everyone and that real friends don' t 
let real friends eat the liver. 
(3) To any of those rare breed of 
MARNITE 
ZACHERY 
Dr. So and So's" who seemed more 
concerned with their dissertation than 
making time to answer my ques ions 
about how to be successf ll in 
the class they chose to teach, 
I say "Gracias." Your ho- 
lier than thou attitudes 
taught me how to select my 
professors with much more 
scrutiny and you serve as an 
example of the type of 
teacher that I aspire never to 
become. 
(4) To those individuals 
in the financial aid depart- 
ment who accidentally told 
me during junior year that my money 
was just "not there," I say "muchos 
gracias." The money I spent on long 
distance trying to find out the correct 
information could have sponsored 
several third world children but I did 
make a new friend at AT&T. It is 
because of you that I try to send all 
paperwork in super early, double- 
check everything, and call so much 
that I may be known by name. 
(5) Lastly, I would like to thank 
myself for another seven months to 
do something great at GSU. I be- 
lieve that God permits everything to 
happen for a reason and though num- 
bers 1-4 may have had a tremendous 
effect on my doing the "five year 
thing," it was me and only me who 
ultimately made it possible. 
To anyone else that I forgot to 
thank you not (you know who 
you are) please forgive me for 
not acknowledging you. 
Either space did not permit or 
I simply chose to block out your 
presence in my life. I'll remem- 
ber you in my December thank 
you's. 
SGA candidate wants to fight for the students 
Editor: 
I know most Georgia Southern students are 
tired of the scandal and controversy that tends to 
swarm around the Student Government Associa- 
tion and this election. 
I know they are tired of the lies and broken 
promises, and how they shatter our trust and faith 
in the system that was made "for us, by us." I am 
not writing this letter because I'm running for 
SGA president; I am writing this letter because I 
feel that the students should be aware of the 
importance of this election. 
Many students have been turned off by the 
rumors and news articles that call for the disband- 
ment of Student Government. Many students just 
don't care, and I can sympathize with you, but as 
a student who pays tuition to this school, and as a 
citizen who puts money in this economy, you need 
to voice your opinion in a debate that will affect 
your future. 
This election has grown in importance in the 
last week. No longer is it an election between 
students with ideas, and students who truly care, 
but now, it is an election about who will truly fight 
for you! 
This past year I was the executive vice presi- 
dent for SGA, and I served with the Nicely admin- 
istration. 
I have drawn criticism lately for not fighting 
harder to make that administration work. I did 
everything in my power to fight for the students, 
but I was not president, and it was not my admin- 
istration. I have also been blamed for the low ■ 
turnout in the last election. 
According to some, I made people on SGA 
under publicize the election. These accusations 
are not true at all. 
After a year of fighting an uphill battle for you 
on SGA, and now after having an election taken 
away from me, I truly know what it will mean to 
represent you as your SGA president. I am in this 
fight to the end, not because I want a title for my 
resume but because GSU needs a leader who will 
fight the hard fight and will not give up. 
I am not afraid to fight for you, and I am not 
afraid to be your president. This election will 
change SGA's landscape forever, and it is impor- 
tant that.your voice is heard, and that your opinion 
is counted. 
Sincerely, 
Joyce Estrada 
SGA Presidential Candidate 
Student questions Nicety's motives for running for SGA 
Editor: 
Can you believe that Aaron Nicely 
is running for SGA president again? 
How far is he really going to take his 
dislike for Joyce Estrada? Anybody 
with half a brain knows that he is 
running again only because he knows 
that the Estrada ticket is going to 
win. 
If he really wanted to be the SGA 
president he would have run the first 
time. In last year's election I was a 
candidate on the ticket opposing 
Nicely because I thought he lacked 
leadership ability, but at least he was 
in the election for the right reasons. 
This year he isn't even in it for the 
right reasons. And I will continue to 
oppose. 
Aside from Nicely I see many 
other candidates in this second elec- 
tion that I know are in it for the wrong 
reasons. 
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The G-A would like to thank everyone for 
their support over the past year 
(paid advertisement) 
SGA Elections 
Monday, May 1 
and Tuesday, May 2 
10:00 am - 3:00 pm 
Lakeside Cafe ( Deck) 
COBA (Coca Cola Lobby) 
Russel Union (Commons) 
.[. 
mm fORt 
Must present picture ID and social security number. 
May the best candidate win! 
A run-off (if necessary) will be held Thursday, May 4 and Friday, 
May 5 from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm at the above locations 
In the first elections they were all' 
candidates that had history and expe- 
rience with SGA, who knew what 
was going on. In this next group of 
candidates I see a bunch of students 
that never gave a d@*n about stu- 
dent activities. 
I see candidates I know person- 
ally whose only student activities 
they are involved with take place at 
either a local bar, or within the walls 
of their eve-so-secret fraternity 
houses. 
If complete and total reform is 
what you want than vote for these 
people. But if you want a successful 
SGA next year than you need to look 
at who already has built relation- 
ships with the faculty, who knows 
how SGA works, and most impor- 
tantly, knows how to make it work. 
Adam P. Taylor 
GSU student 
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Help make SGA more than a joke 
It really sucks that in our final edition we are not doing a "year in 
review" editorial, because SGA is still holding elections. 
But, to all of you who read us diligently and hang on every word 
Our Opinion 
we say, we would like to say vote. 
While SGA is not all it is cracked up to be, there are actual 
candidates running and there is bound to be better voter turnout. That 
turnout should not just be the candidates and their friends. If that is 
the case, then Aaron Nicely may win. Not a good thing. 
All the candidates, even the ones who did not run the first time, 
deserve some attention and some votes from others from the campus. 
It is not the time to vote for the guy who will take your groups' 
picture at the Founder's Wall. It is not the time to vote for people 
because they are members of your organization. 
While the G-A will cease publication as of today, students still 
need to take the time to listen to the "real" issues and to focus on 
making this campus a better place. 
Talk to the people who hand you the* free pizza and cokes; ask 
them what they will do to be better than the last administration. Their 
answers may surprise you. 
SGA may have been a joke this year; this paper may have jokingly 
made fun of them. But you have the power on May 1 and 2 to make 
sure that your student government is not a joke again. 
Make your decision wisely. 
Out with old In with the new 
George-Anne 
Good-bye to the paper and good riddance to the liars 
I had intended to write my final 
column solely about the people I will 
miss. I wanted to thank them for all 
they taught me. But then it dawned 
on me that there are a few people that 
I will not miss who taught me some 
very valuable life lessons. 
I probably shouldn't name any 
names. This is my final column; I 
don't want to end on a completely 
bad note. But I think that these people 
already know who they are and will 
probably not read this anyway be- 
cause they don't like me any more, 
than I like them. 
Good-bye to the liars. There are a 
few individuals on this campus who 
have ruined the reputation of GSU 
and the students because they have 
spent the last year lying in order to 
serve their own selfish needs. 
I will advise all GSU students to 
take everything they hear from the 
administration, the student govern- 
ment and the faculty and staff with a 
grain of salt. Do not be duped by 
people who just tell you what they 
think you want to hear. Watch out for 
lies, because this campus is full of 
liars. 
But there are people on this cam- 
pus who are truly here to learn and to 
make life a little bit better. They are 
people who would tell you the truth, 
even if it hurt, in order to make you a 
better person in the long run. 
Many of these people have 
worked with me at the George-Anne. 
I have been here for four years, spend- 
ing countless hours in this office, 
dealing with deadlines, irate readers, 
worried administrators and angry 
writers. But I would never trade a 
single day of any of it, because I met 
the best people I have ever known. 
(If you don't work for the G-A 
this next part might be very boring. It 
is bound to be at least a little bit 
cheesy.) 
To the staffs before me: Stacy, 
Mandy, Kevin, Mike and Aletha. You 
all taught me so much and made this 
campus a better place even when you 
were stirring up controversy. 
Stacey "Grade" Wysong: You 
know that you are my best friend, 
but, in addition, you took this paper 
to a new level with your own level- 
headedness and talent. Future MEs 
will always work in your shadow; if 
only everyone could leave such a 
legacy. I am the president of yourfan 
club. 
David "The Marine" Koepke: 
You are what this paper needs next 
year and you have all my faith and' 
trust. Just remember to follow the 
no-alcohol rule and all will be good. 
Justin "Sometimes" Johnson: I 
knew you could do the job, and I 
know you will do your best to fill the 
ME shoes next year. Don't stop look- 
ing for the pretty koosh. 
Trish "The Dish" Hall: You al- 
ways make the best decisions, and I 
have trusted that for two years. Con- 
tinue to follow your intuition. But 
watch out for crabs. 
John "Boy" Bryson: You have 
come so far in such a short time. 
Always continue to do what is right 
for the students on this campus. That's 
what you're here for. 
Sam "The Liberal" Siegel: You 
have brought GSU arts events back 
to the spotlight and shown that there 
is some culture in Statesboro, Ga. I 
know you will bring culture to wher- 
ever you go. 
epitome of Billy Bad Ass. Thanks for 
making the staff a little less reserved 
and for loosening up the old ADS 
man. 
Shawntineal "Smiles 
Hughes: Smile, baby, 
smile. Such sweetness 
is rare in a person, let 
alone a journalist. 
Luke "Red" 
Renfroe:. Maybe I 
shouldn't have picked 
on you all semester. 
You do things with a 
camera that make ev- 
eryone take notice. 
Click away, babe. 
Nick "Oh, Nicky" 
Crouch: Always know 
that you belong some- 
where, but I'm not so sure that it's 
"Toppers." You were my friend be- 
fore and will be forever after. 
Bryant "Multi-task" Smalley: Of 
all the five thousand things you do on 
this campus, thanks for being a part 
of this staff. 
LaVene "Laverne" Bell: You are 
my sunshine. You always hang in 
there for me and never let me down. 
You're money, baby. 
Sarah "Barbie" Trucksis: It was 
you and me against the world last 
year, and we won. You will always 
be a legacy in this office, long after 
we have both left. 
Chris "The Icon" Brennaman: I 
gladly relinquish my student media 
crown to you. Keep it polished and 
treat it with a least a little respect. 
Logan "SGA" Thomas: Thank 
you for dealing with the headache we 
call SGA. And thanks for being there 
for us when we needed you (in more 
KELLEY 
McGONNELL 
Kevin   "Stix"   Caskey:   The     ways than one.) 
Edmund "Runningback" Coley: 
My favorite football player in the 
world. You have made my favorite 
GSU pastime even more fun. 
Keep running and scoring. 
Tim, Dana, Lindsay. 
Randy and Zane: Our writers 
are the backbone of this pa- 
per and you all support that 
with such talent and unself- 
ishness. The G-A is in good 
hands if it is in yours. 
Marnite "Too Cute" 
Zachery: Copy editing is 
not the easiest job, espe- 
cially with our crew. But 
you always kept your 
wits and tried to keep us 
grammatically correct if 
not politically. 
Jonathan, Will and Vic: Thanks 
for all the headaches and shouting 
matches. And thanks for the humor. 
Spider, Josh, Leslie, Jane, Brandy 
and Dennis: Thanks for your talent 
and for dedicating it to the better- 
ment of student media. 
Mr. Bill: You were my fountain 
of fatherly advice forfouryears. You 
were my friend, my confidante and 
my mentor. I will forever be indebted 
to you for helping me be the person I 
wanted to be and for helping me 
produce a paper that I will forever be 
proud of. 
Bohler: One little word that says 
so much. You have held together a 
staff that was sinking, and you have 
celebrated with one that was just 
setting sail. No matter what the fu- 
ture, or the comm. arts department 
says, you are the George-Anne and 
the absolute epitome of what an edu- 
cator should be. We are what we are 
because of you. 
What I really learned at GSU 
When I first came to GSU three years ago, I 
was a naive little girl with a high school diploma 
who thought she knew everything about anything 
that really mattered. I was in love with the "man 
of my dreams," had an exceedingly high GPA and 
just knew I was going to make it big with no 
problems whatsoever. 
Then reality knocked me on the head several 
times, broke me down and built me into who I am 
today: a humble person who still has lots to learn. 
but is a whole lot more open to different people, 
ideas and ways of life. 
Over these past three years, I have learned 
more than the required class material, thank good- 
ness, and if you want a little head's up on what 
took me three years to learn, here's some tips that 
have helped me through my life in college: 
• Friends are, by far, your biggest asset in life. 
Hold on to people who truly matter; don't bother 
too much with those who don't. 
• Long distance relationships almost never 
work. 
• You will get your heart broken by aforemen- 
tioned relationships 9 times out of 10. 
• True love often comes when you are sick of ■ 
the dating game. 
• Trust as many people as you can, but don't be 
naive. 
• It doesn't matter how many people believe in 
you if you don't believe in yourself. 
• When it rains, it really does pour, but you are 
STACEY 
WYSONG 
the person who ultimately determines how much 
rain falls on your head. 
• Not everyone loves you anyway. 
• Faith is something you should possess 
always. 
• An evening walk down 
Savannah Avenue can cure 
just about anything. 
• Your parents  are 
smarter than you think. 
• So are your instruc- 
tors. 
• Get to know as many ■
people as you can because, 
sadly, it is often true that it's. 
not what you know, it's who you know. 
• Getting involved on campus is the best thing 
you can do for yourself and for GSU. 
• It doesn't matter what anyone says, GSU 
students need Statesboro's locals just as much as 
they probably need us. 
• College is up there as one of the best times of 
your life - enjoy it as much as you can. 
• Just about every one of us will have at least 
one dud roommate — be thankful if you're lucky 
enough not to endure this. 
• Do as many stupid things you feel necessary 
in college because this is the last stop before true 
adulthood. 
• The Rolling Stones were right: "You can't 
always get what you want, but if you try some- 
times, you just might find, you get what you 
need." 
• The people who work at the George-Anne 
work their asses off to put out a quality paper 
while maintaining their grades — try to appreci- 
ate this when you see an error every now and then. 
And thus ends my spectacular list of advice. 
Now then, for those of you who are returning 
to the G-A in the upcoming year, I wish you all the 
luck in the world. Have fun with the paper and 
don't stress too much! 
I love you all. David, you will be a supreme 
editor and we all know this — your leadership 
skills and dry humor are always a positive at- 
tribute. Justin, I know you're going to love being 
managing editor (it's the best job here) because 
you are one of the most creative people I know. 
I know that Trish will be greatly missed, but 
you do what you have to do and we' 11 love you just 
the same, babe! 
And for my fellow graduates. Kelley and Sam: 
you guys are extraordinary. Each of you has 
taught me a little something about life and what 
friendship is. Sam, good luck in finding that 
perfect job, and Kelley. we'll always live at least 
a block from each other — don't forget it! 
And last of all, thank you, GSU, you have 
given me more than a journalism degree; you have 
given me life lessons and so many great memories 
that will be with me forever. 
That's all folks! 
For 73 years, Georgia 
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SAM 
I've made it (I hope)! The last 
four years of hard labor are going to 
finally pay off, and I am going to sit 
in the sun for five hours to have it 
recognized. 
Regardless, my impend 
ing graduation (if I can make 
it through the next two 
weeks), will be a wonderful 
celebration of several years' 
toil. 
First of all, I would like 
to say thank you to this uni- 
versity and everyone in- 
volved in making it a posi- 
tive organization. I have 
heard multitudes of people berate 
our school because it is "second" to 
UGA., and that is unfortunate. 
What many students don't realize 
is that this is a teaching school, which 
means that while professors still have 
to publish and research,- teaching is 
their prime focus. There are many 
teachers here who have been taught 
by the best schools (I know someone 
from Cambridge first hand). They 
care about their students, and typi- 
cally they know their material very 
well. 
I feel that I have gotten a superior 
education here; I wouldn't have 
traded my time for anything. 
Thank you to all of my teachers 
who have dedicated so much time to 
me and understood my foibles and 
problems. I appreciate that my late 
papers that were judged on how good 
they were rather than on their delin- 
quent nature. There are so many other 
things that faculty have done for me, 
and I want to say thanks. 
I do not, however, want to con- 
gratulate this town. Justin Johnson 
was right when he said that this burg 
wouldn't be anything without the 
school. GSU gives Statesboro life, 
and more importantly, lots of money. 
The fact that the majority of this 
town hates the college is just sad, but 
forgive the locals. They know not 
what they do. 
Forgive me for a moment if I get 
sappy. These past four years (and 
yes, I am graduating in four years) 
have been the best years of my life. I 
am going to miss classes, learning 
and the occasional drunken revelry. 
These years have not been all pain- 
less, but in anything, one has to take 
the good with the bad. 
I am going to miss work, and I am 
going to miss being able to write. I 
am really going to miss being 
able to publish the way that 
I can now. 
That brings me to the 
George-Anne, loved by 
many, hated by some, read 
by them all. 
I am going to really 
miss Trish with her cute 
Cippci waY °f seeing everything 
in the positive, even when 
she is pissed off. Never 
forget the fuzzy navel contest—yes, 
it is as bad as it sounds. I will never 
forget Kelley, the femme fatale who 
loves to be a bitch (something I re- 
ally respect in a woman—as my 
mother used to say, it isn't often that 
you find a woman to be reckoned 
with). From Stacey, I have learned 
that it is possible to pass classes even 
if you don't go to them. Justin, some- 
times—I don't know quite what else 
to say. I will confine myself to this— 
KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF TRISH! 
SHE'S MINE! wink, wink. You and 
your koosh have brought great fun 
and revelry to the office. Thanks. 
Bryant, I hope you can find a job 
that you can do—and the whining 
seriously needs to stop. 
John, like whoa—dude, you have 
been entertainment all year, and I 
thank you for that. David, don't shoot 
anyone—it might cause a few prob- 
lems. Randy, floating too high in the 
clouds can give you a nosebleed, and 
as far as azaleas go, I have allergies. 
It's been fun, but keep it cool. Pro- 
fessor X, live long and prosper— 
life's too short to sweat the small 
stuff. 
There are a thousand other people 
that I should mention. This article 
has to fit on the news page, so if your 
are thinking you bastard, you left me 
out, then you are one of them. Know 
that I love you dearly, and will miss 
you greatly. 
It has been the time of my life. 
Sam Siegel is an English major 
and is graduating (in all probability) 
in May. He can be reached at 
samgsiegel@hotmail. com. 
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FALL SEMESTER VICTORIES: After a 
recalculated vote, Brooke Aertker and 
Michael Hoffman were crowned 
homecoming queen and king in 
October (top). Joe Brannen (left) 
defeated former SGA President Aaron 
Nicely in the run for the District 4 city 
council seat in November. 
NOTHING CAN 
COMPARE TO THE 
NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
WIN: Quarterback 
Greg Hill (right) holds 
the fifth National 
Championship plaque 
high after stomping 
Youngstown State, 
59-24 in December. 
GSU has seen it all this year — from 
mass evacuations out of town to 
escape Hurricane Floyd to mass 
evacuations to Chattanooga to watch our 
Eagles capture our fifth National 
Championship title. Everything from the 
homecoming king and queen results to the 
SGA elections have been recalled. And 
famous people from Lesra Martin to Michael 
Moore have come to share their stories.We 
even had our very own celebrity for a moment 
on the ever-popular television game show, 
'Who Wants to be a Millionnaire?' We can 
hardly say this year has been like any other. 
EXPLOSIONS UNDER THE HOOD AND 
ON THE HIGHWAYS: A student's Volvo 
caused some commotion in August after 
an explosion under the hood damaged 
several cars parked around it in the 
Kennedy Complex parking lot (far left). 
Thousands of motorists crammed Highway 
16 in an effort to escape Hurricane Floyd in 
September, causing miles and miles of 
backed-up traffic and prolonged delays. 
TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS: GSU Baseball (far left) kicked 
off the year with a rough start, dismissing four players for 
hazing, followed by four more players leaving the team. Lesra 
Martin (middle) visited GSU in February, giving his audience 
something to think about as he told his of his struggles to get 
where he is today. Jason Stirnaman (below) won $16,000 on 
the game show, 'Who Wants to be a Millionnaire?' last month. 
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The Year in Sports 
Eagle Football: You should be kicked in the head if 
you do not know what happened with this sport. The 
Eagles ended the season 13-2, winning their third con- 
secutive SoCon title and their fifth I-A A National Cham- 
pionship. 
Men's Soccer: The men's soccer team finished the 
season with a disappointing 5-12-1 record. Withkey spring 
signees, the soccer team hopes to improve their record. 
Women's Soccer: Lead by Tara Chaisson, the women's 
soccer program had an overall record of 8-9-1. 
Volleyball:   Well, the uniforms sure look good.   The 
volleyball team amassed a record of 4-26. Good luck next year. 
Women's Cross Country:   Had a strong first year and 
hopes to continue the success. 
. Swimming and Diving: The women finished fifth at South- 
ern States, while building the program under new coaches. 
Track and Field: Led by freshman Jacqueline Allen, the 
first year track team hopes to build a stronger, faster team next 
year. They finished sixth in their first ever SoCon meet. 
Men's Basketball: First year head coach Jeff Price had an 
impressive first season, going 16-12 with a second place 
regular season finish in the Southern Conference. We can only 
expect better things for the future. 
Women's Basketball: Women's basketball, coached by 
Rusty Cram, ended the season with a 10-18 mark. With fall/ 
spring, signees. look for this team to rise in the rankings. 
Men's Tennis: The men's team had multiple games where 
they upset their opponents and finished strong in the conference. 
The seniors on the team will be missed. 
Women's Tennis: The women's team, although asking for 
tennis players to tryout, finished their season with strong wins. 
Golf:   A strong showing at the SoCon championship's 
boosted four of the GSU golfers into the top 20, after finishing 
fifth in the men's championship. Good luck. 
Baseball: With the season still going the surprising 26-18 
Eagles plan to take full charge at the SoCon tournament. 
Softball: The team hopes to make a lasting impact on the 
SoCon tournament that is coming up in May, and they will win 
the conference to advance to the regionals. They are currently at 
28-30,9-7 in the SoCon with a series this weekend against UTC 
before the tournament in Mav. 
I *" 
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J., Wednesday, April 26,2000~ Page Eagles blast Mercer, 8-0 Blazi earns Player of-the-Week honor! By Edmund Coley v Sports Writer 
Eagle slugger Mat Easterday 
**went 2 for 4 and broke the mark for 
consecutive game hiting streak last 
""night, while helping GSU to an 8-0 
* victory and recording their 26th vic- 
-tory of the season 
Easterday, who tied the record set 
byJefShiremanat23gamesin 1988 
last Sunday going 3 for 5, has hit 
safely in al but two of the 41 games 
played this season. 
"I focus on trying to hit the bal 
early in the count," said Easterday. 
"I'm glad it's over so [that] I can get 
back to playing basebal." 
Senior Philip Roland alowed 
only six hits and struck out eight 
Bears in his first complete game of 
the year. With the victory, Roland 
advances his record to 4-3 and marks 
the team's second shutout of 2000. 
"I threw my fast bal wel today," 
Roland said about his performance. 
"I kept my curve bal down and re- 
ceived good [run] support tonight." 
The Eagles struck in the botom- 
half of the first inning with two runs 
as they took advantage of three walks 
GSU 
Mercer 
THEY KEEP 
GOING AND 
GOING: 
The Diamond 
Eagles blanked 
Mercer to win their 
26th game of the 
season. 
File Photo 
*GSU has claimed four straight SoCon weekly honors 
given up by Mercer starter Bret 
Jaret. 
Mercer would leave seven men 
on base yet could not get a man to 
third base the entire night. 
GSU would send 10 baters to 
the plate in the 7th scoring five 
runs on only two hits to break the 
game open. 
"They came out and beat up on 
us last year," said Roland about 
Mercer. "Some of our guys played 
against them in high school and we 
realy wanted to get them back." 
• GSU fals to Furman on the road 
G-A News Service 
GREENVILLE, S.C. — Furman's Chris Valdes went 
2-for-4 and bated in two Paladin runs to lead Furman to 
a 5-3 win over the GSU Eagles (25-18, 16-5 S' Con) 
Sunday afternoon at Furman Basebal Stadium. 
Furman (19-22-1, 12-7-1 SoCon) took an early 2-0 
lead in the first after driving in runs on Valdes' triple and 
Ryan Richeti's single. 
The Eagles answered in the top of the second by 
scoring two runs of of Dustin Langley's RBI single and 
Ryan Flemming's sacrifice fly before 
Furman's Cole Hubka stole home in the fourth to lift 
the Paladins to a 3-2 lead. 
GSU's Mat Easterday doubled and later scored to 
tied the game at 3-3. Furman posted two additional runs 
in the fifth when Valdes hit a RBI single and later scored 
on a passed bal. 
Furman's Corey Etheridge (5-5) went five and one- 
third innings to earn the win while Rob Purvis earned his 
seventh save of the season. 
GSU's Bret Lewis (6-5) took the loss despite striking 
out a career-high 12. 
Cory Brooks 
MAKING THE PLAY: Kely Blazi was named softbal Player- 
of-the-Week on Monday. 
How Sweet it is 
. 
r4    ^ ■     Jj   ■» 
§ 
"5 
Sarah Trucksis 
BACK WHERE WE BELONG: The highlight of the year in sports was most definitely the 
claiming of the l-AA National Championship crown. The celebration folowing the semifinal 
victory of Ilinois State (seen above) was done in true GSU fashion, but the victory over UMass 
the week before might have been more emotional. Let's do it ONE MORE TIME. 
G-A News Service 
For the fourth consecutive 
week a GSU player has received 
one of the Southern 
Conference's weekly honors, as 
sophomore shortstop Kely 
Blazi was named softbal 
Player-of-the-Week on Mon- 
day. 
This marks Blazi's first-ever 
Player-of-the-Week honor. The 
Warner Robins, Ga. native hit 
.538 (7-'for-13) in the four- 
game series against UNC 
Greensboro and recorded her 
first home run of the season. 
Blazi's seven hits in 13 at-bats 
resulted in five RBI and 11 to- 
tal bases. 
She also hit a double and 
stole a base in helping tl 
Eagles to a split in the seriel 
"I'm very happy for Kel 
because I know how hard shJ 
worked to get to where she i j 
GSU  head  coach  Kel 
Kirkland said. "She had an 
celent weekend at the plal 
and she played a major parti 
helping us to two wins again 
a very tough UNC Greensbc 
team." 
In Friday's second gar 
Blazi led the Eagles by goil 
3-for-4 with five RBI and t\[ 
runs scored. Three of her R| 
came in the fifth inning whl 
she belted a one-out home rl 
over the left field fence to gi| 
GSU a commanding lead 
route to a 9-1 win. 
Blazi's winning of Playd 
of-the-Week continues a foi| 
week string of SoCon wee! 
honors for GSU, which start! 
when   sophomore   Aiml 
Litlejohn was named Pitcha 
of-the-Week on April 4. Sen! 
Jennifer Harris earned Play^ 
of-the-Week honors on A 
11, and Litlejohn earned 
second POW of the season 1^ 
week on April 17. 
Chatanooga freshmj 
Connie Ness earned this weei 
Pitcher-of-the-Week hon( 
Blazi and Ness wil both 
in a pivotal SoCon series tr 
weekend when GSU (28-30, | 
7) hosts Chatanooga (38- 
11-5) in a pair of doublets 
ers starting on Saturday 
p.m. 
'lYacSitioiir*! Meoswoaur 
5 S. Main Street, SUtfcsboro * (912) 764-4306 Downtown •ftl nil HI! II;! Ift) 
La.ciies Clothtrig, Shoes, Accessories 
? S. Main Street, Sfateboro«m i) %4Sm Downtown 
- L 
FASTFR SAT F 
s m 
LA 
estaurant &Taven\ 
470 South Main St. • 764-6597 
Monday through Thursday nights 
50/ OFF ANY 
/O FOOD ITEM *  w  (No Alcohol) 
AFTER 5:00 PM • WITH STUDENT OR FACULTY ID! 
Monday Nights-Trivia 
The George-Anne Editorial Board is now 
accepting Applications for the 2000-2001 
school year. Please send cover leter and 
resume to The George-Anne, P.O. Box 
8001, Statesboro, GA 30460 
Positons Available: 
Assistant News Editor     •Sports Editor 
Lifestyles Editor •Photo Editor 
Assitant Lifestyles Editor •Writers and Photographers| 
Al positions are paid positions 
Cover leters and Resumes due by April 28,2000. 
Please indicate when you can atend an interview session 
Interview Sessions May 1 at 12pm, May 2 at 4pm and May 3 at 5pm 
,sU| % 
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SERVICES 
FREE HIV TESTINQ 
FREE ATMIETJC 
TRAINIISq 
FREE AHERQV 
INJECTIONS 
FAMily PlANNiNq 
WOMEN'S HEAITN 
MEN'S HEAITN 
X-RAys 
PhARMACy 
UbORATORy 
HEAlTh EdUGATION 
OfftCE 
Georgia Southern University Health Services is available to 
students for consultation, examination, diagnosis, and 
treatment to illnesses and injuries. 
Location: The Health Center is located on Forest Drive 
across from Watson Hail and near the Lakeside Cafe. 
Operating Hours: 8:00 am to 5=00 pm, Monday - 
Friday during the semester with limited services and hours 
during semester breaks, 
Eligibility & Costs: AH QSU students are eligible to use 
the Health Center. Students enrolled in four or more semester 
hours prepay the health fee (currently $66,00 for fall fif spring 
and $30.00 for summer) at the beginning of each semester 
while students taking less than 4 semester hours may choose 
to prepay the health fee. Although the health fee allows 
students unlimited visits throughout the semester, there are 
usually additional costs incurred each visit for prescriptions, 
x-rays, lab tests, and Immunizations. Payment for these 
services is due at the time of the visit 
A valid Georgia Southern University 
identification card is required to access 
services at the health Center 
Staff: The highly-qualified staff of Health Services include a 
physician, nurse practitioners, nurses, clerical staff, a radiologic 
technologist a laboratory technologist and a health educator. 
The relationship between patients and our staff is strictly 
confidential, Please contact us any time for more information. 
General Office 912-681-564! 
Appointments: 912-681-5484 
Fax: 312-681-0792 
E-Mail: HEALTH@GaSoU.edu 
Web Page: http://www2.gasou.edu/sta/health/ 
GSU places sixth in first ever showing 
at SoCon outdoor championship 
Nicole Smith 
DIGGIN' IN: The track team finished out the 
season placing sixth at the SoCon finale. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Presents.. 
Is $10 Wortk Y. our 
Lif< 
Attention Ladies.... An Attack Prevention Course Coming Soon 
Where: RAC 
When: Saturday April 29, 2000 at 1:00 until 3:00 
Cost: $10 
Course will include a Demonstration (Board Breaking and Weapons presentation) 
and a Women's Self Denfense Course that could Save your LIFE 
Karate Instruction Taught by Jim LaRocco 
Mr. LaRocco, an 8th Degree Black Belt in Isshin Ryu Karate, began his 
training in 1964 and has more than 30 years of teaching and competition 
experience.  Chosen as on of the Top Instructors and Competitors in the Northeast 
by Official Black Belt Magazine, Mr. LaRocco has been the head instuctor at at 
Baldwin Wallace College, C.C.C. College, and the Sai Dojo of Karate in 
Cleveland, Ohio.  He runs several Dojo's now in Georgia, Tennessee, and Ohio. 
He has also been the coach of several college Karate Teams, Captain of the Ohio 
Professional Black Belt Karate Team and the Isshin Ryu advisor to the Nationally 
known Karate Institute of America. Having won over 250 Trophies and Awards 
throughout the U.S.A. his Karate titles include: 
'U.S.A. Heavyweight Champion 
*Ohio State Grand Champion 
"National Isshin Ryu Grand Champion 
"Tri State Grand Champion 
"Inducted into the International Karate Hall of Fame 
(which include people such as Bruce Lee and Chuck Norris) 
"Inducted into the International Kickboxing Hall of Fame 
"Inducted into the Isshin Ryu Hall of Fame 
V 
G-A News Service 
BOONE, N.C. — The Western 
Carolina women's track and field 
team continued its reign in the 
Southern Conference by winning 
its second consecutive SoCon out- 
door track and field title. GSU, in 
its first-ever participation in the 
league outdoor championships, fin- , 
ished sixth. > 
The Catamounts compiled a 
winning total of 250 points, while [ 
Chattanooga finished second with \ 
191. Finishing third was host Ap- 
palachian State (106), followed by 
East Tennessee State (77), FurmanV' 
(68.5), Georgia Southern (31), The ■
Citadel (27), Virginia Military In-1 
stitute (26.5), UNC Greensboro 
(20), Wofford (12) and Davidson' 
(8). 
Freshman Jacqueline Allen col-,., 
lected the most points for the > 
Eagles, compiling 17 of the 31 total 
points. She finished third in the 
100-meter dash (12.14), third in',' 
the long jump (18'.08.50") and sixth 
in the triple jump (36'06.75"). 
Whitney Nelson recorded \'\" 
fifth-place finish in the high jump 
with a leap of 5 '03.00". Pearl Griggs 
collected two points with her sev-V ■ 
enth-place finish (1:12.79) in the * 
400-meter intermediate hurdles. 
And the Eagles also posted a pair of, . 
eighth-place finishes: Javonne » 
Blackley in the 200-meter dash 
(25.49) and Kristen Griggs in the.,., 
pole vault (8'06.25"). ', 
Both GSU relay teams posted 
top finishes, starting with the 4x400 ■ 
group of Griggs, Blackley, Ebonie 'f ' 
Ogletree and Nuwana Waters. 
They finished with a time of 
4:04.31, good for fifth place. '" 
Ogletree, Blackley and Allen also 
took part in a seventh-place finish 
in the 4x100 relay, as they joined rv 
Keyonia Collins in racing to a time * 
of 54.29. 
GSU will continue its season ,L, 
on April 28-29 by participating in * 
the Drake Relays in Des Moines, 
Iowa. 
Joyce JEstr«icf«i - President 
|VI«i**tiew IMic 
Francesc 
fCirk FarUs* 
idemic Aftfctirs 
is ready to take 03a the hard task: 
promises, it is 
who know how and 
important to elect a 
Ticket May 1st and 2nci 
id 
GSU golf places fifth at 
SoCon men's championship 
G-A News Service 
LEXINGTON, Va. — East Ten- 
nessee State's Pat Beste shot a final 
round 2-over-par -73 to lead the Buc- 
caneers to their third straight 
Southern Conference Men's Golf 
Championship that concluded Sun- 
day afternoon, April 23, at the Lex- 
ington Golf and Country Club in 
Lexington, Va. 
GSU, tied for seventh after 
Friday's first round, claimed sole 
possession of fifth place on the 
strength of top-20 efforts by senior 
Matt Stroud, junior Christian 
Newton and sophomore Justin 
Kolumber. Stroud and Newton tied 
for 11th place, while Kolumber 
posted a 17th-place finish. 
East Tennessee State who trailed 
the College of Charleston by five 
shots heading into the final round, 
shot a 287 for a three round total of 
883 to win the SoCon title by eleven 
shots over the College of Charleston 
who finished second place. 
Furman finished third at 896 fol- 
lowed by Wofford in fourth at 900, 
GSU in fifth with a 905, UNC Greens- 
boro sixth at 910, while Chattanooga 
finished seventh at 912. 
Western Carolina was eighth with 
a 925, Davidson was ninth at 934, 
Appalachian State was tenth at 942, 
while The Citadel was 11th at 951 
and VMI rounded out the field at 
1,030. 
Pat Beste of ETSU was the 
tournament's meadlist with a 3- 
over-par- 216, one shot better then 
William McGirt of Wofford who 
was at 217. 
Andy Crain of UNC Greens- 
boro was third at 219, while Jedd 
McLuen of College of Charleston, 
Chris Wisler of ETSU and Jay 
Mundy of Furman were tied at 
fourth at 220. 
Stroud named to All' 
Conference squad 
G-A News Service 
GSU's Matt Stroud has been 
named to the Southern Conference 
men's golf all-conference squad, ac- 
cording to an announcement today 
from the league office in Asheville, 
N.C. 
A senior from Savannah, Ga., 
Stroud led the Eagles to a fifth-place 
finish in the Southern Conference 
Championship this weekend. He tied 
teammate Christian Newton for the 
team's best individual finish at 11th 
place. 
Stroud posted the Eagle's low 
scoring average this season at 74.12, 
and ranked 12th in the nation in aver- 
age putts per round at 29.5. A 
product of Savannah's 
Benedictine Academy, Stroud led 
GSU in five of six statistical catego- 
ries. Only teammate Christian New- 
ton (six) 
posted more top-10 finishes than 
Stroud (five), whose best finish of 
the season was a tie for sixth at the G. 
Gunby/Jordan Intercollegiate in the 
Eagles' first event of the fall. 
Stroud becomes the second GSU 
golfer in as many years to honor All- 
SoCon honors. Blake Adams was 
named to the squad last season. 
The George-Anne staff 
wishes all the student- 
athletes a safe and 
exciting summer 
Wednesday, April 26, 2000 — Pa^ 
listen   up   class   of   2 OOO! 
the bouncer at your favorite hangout doesn't count as a 
graduation countdown 
class of 2000 network 
graduation announcements 
online gift registry 
-real world guide 
careers 
and a whole lot more 
www.eGrad2000.com 
enter to win a trip for 10 to 
M^?»2000 
The right start in the real world," 
CD JOBTRAK.COM 
"The best site for students I 
grafts looking for their first job." 
- Forbes Magazine 
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he sounds of summer: summer tours 2000 
I Tim Prizer 
f Writer 
hh, the sounds of summer. High-pitched 
als from children splashing in the swimming 
, the sound of lawn mowers, rumbling en- 
s, sprinklers ticking as they shift positions, 
those distant roars of thunder that somehow 
tp their way through the scorching sunshine, 
re is just one sound of summer that often gets 
out and it is easily the most exciting and the 
it powerful. This beautiful sound that I am 
rring to occurs on stages throughout the U.S. 
t's right, it's the sound of music brought to us 
riany artists during their summer tours. 
g and small-named bands alike realize that 
dog days are the best time for a tour, and many 
<£ it their goal to cover as much of the globe in 
ittle time as possible. With Atlanta nearby, 
U students are almost guaranteed to see what- 
r artists they want, in any genre they desire, in 
scorching months of summer. 
Whether your style is metal, alternative, pop, 
ntry, or hip-hop, this summer is loaded with 
certs from all of your favorite artists, many of 
Dm plan to shack up at least one night at a club 
imphitheater in our state's capital. From the 
ie Chicks to Metallica, both bands and artists 
seeking a little Southern hospitality this sum- 
from us crazed music fans. 
To multiply the money that a tour brings to an artist, often times musicians with 
erally the same fan base will tour together, sharing stages on the same nights 
'Ughout the world. When four or more bands join together for an all-out 
ning of jamming and tour extensively, it is often referred to as a festival. From 
ivals to simple one-night tour stops, Atlanta attracts the most successful and 
more underground musicians.. 
Some of this summer's major concerts look like misprints at first glance due 
he quality of artists that decide to tour together. From country to rap and all 
gs in between, fans are in for a wonderful treat. Aside from Atlanta's Music 
■town, other exciting shows are surfacing for the summer months. 
Counting Crows and Live plan to share a bill that will stretch across North 
erica this summer. The tour will kick off on July 28 at the Sandstone 
iphitheater in Kansas City, Kan. The Crows and Live have not yet scheduled 
ate to play in Atlanta, however. 
Another amazing show will be the co-headlining of the Red Hot Chili Peppers 
support of their latest album "Californication") and Stone Temple Pilots (in 
fjport of "No. 4"). The Chili Peppers and the Pilots will begin their sixth leg of 
tour in Saratoga, NY and take a break after the August 19 gig in Montreal. 
Jimmy Buffett 
Luckily, the bands have decided to add the Foo 
Fighters to the bill for the June 8th show at Lake- 
wood Amphitheater in Atlanta. 
With the release of "Machina: Machines of 
God," melodic rock stars Smashing Pumpkins will 
hit the Tabernacle in Atlanta on May 9, while the 
Gwen Stefani led outfit No Doubt will play at the 
same place exactly one month later. 
Jam bands like Dave Matthews Band and Phish 
are also touring extensively this summer separate 
from each, other. Dave Matthews won't appear in 
Atlanta until the middle of September, while Phish 
has scheduled back-to-back nights at Lakewood on 
June 23 and June 24. 
This summer will perhaps be the most exciting 
for fans of hard rock and metal. With Ozzfest 
kicking off this summer, Ozzy Osbourne, Pantera 
and Ministry will make their own fireworks at 
Lakewood on the 4 of July. Nine Inch Nails and A 
Perfect Circle will perform at Lakewood on May 20 
and 311 will join up with special guests Incubus at 
Lakewood on June 22. 
By far the biggest concert of the year includes 
metal legends Metallica with newly discovered 
hard rock superstars Kid Rock, Korn, Powerman 
5000, and System of a Down all performing to- 
gether on stages throughout North America. The 
tour will pit stop in at the Georgia Dome for some 
hard-hitting, crunching guitar riffs on July 7. 
Hip-hop stars Dr. Dre, Eminem, Snoop Dogg, and Ice Cube plan to tour the 
US in the same airplane this summer, starting off their tour on June 15 in San 
Diego, CA. These four rappers, who have found them- 
selves at the top of all hip-hop charts at some point in 
their careers, have yet to set up any tour dates or venues. 
However, they will begin in the West, swing into the 
Midwest, and finish in the East in Washington, DC 
towards the end of July. This is by far the biggest hip-hop 
tour the summer has to offer. 
Limp Bizket and Cypress Hill plan to put on a free 
tour together as well, and plan to add a currently un- 
named third act to come along with them as well. The 
groups will hit the road on Independence Day and will 
wrap it up on August 6th. The official tour dates have yet 
to be released however. 
Those of you who are fans of older artists should be 
able to find plenty of action in Atlanta's music scene this 
summer also. Though Macon's own Allman Brothers 
Dixie Chicks 
Internet photo 
nternet photo 
Band could sell 
out any venue in 
Georgia every 
night of the sum- 
mer, the band will 
only breeze 
through as they 
play Atlanta's 
Music Midtown 
Festival on Sun- 
day, May 7. 
Santana will 
bring his His- 
panic sounds and 
suave vocals to 
Lakewood on July 22 in support of his latest CD Supernatural. Bruce Springsteen 
and his legendary E-Street Band have scheduled a total of 23 tour dates for this 
summer thus far, ten of which will be held at New York City's Madison Square 
Garden. Luckily for us Georgians, the New Jersey native does plan to play the 
Philips Arena on June 3 and June 4. 
If in the mood for partying with a bunch of mid-life crisis drunks, the true 
summer sounds of Jimmy Buffett will be, as always, sailing across the US. Buffett I 
and the Coral Reefer Band will float into Lakewood Amphitheater for two nights 
on July Band 15. 
For you cowboys and cowgirls, the George Strait Country Music Festival is 
currently throwing up a lot of dust in its trail as it is in the Southeast at the moment. 
Featuring up to 15 country stars with George Strait headlining the event, this is one 
of the most exciting country events in recent years. 
Perhaps the hottest item on the music market today, the Dixie Chicks have the 
most in-depth tour of North America of late. Playing many smaller cities that 
rarely get major acts, the Chicks will support their new masterpiece "Fly" 
beginning in Winnipeg on the first of 
June, and will not close out the tour until 
the approach of Halloween late in Octo- 
ber. The Dixie Chicks are scheduled for 
an August 27th date at Philips Arena in 
Atlanta. 
In between cookouts, pool parties, and 
working this summer, be sure to take 
some vacations and tap in on some of your 
favorite bands during their tours. The 
feeling of a powerful musical performance 
is rarely matched elsewhere, and with the 
numberof excellent bands that havejoined 
forces to tour this summer, Hotlanta will 
Internet photo be much hotter than normal in the blister- 
ing months of Summer 2000. Smashing Pumpkins 
\ 
Vaden Volkswagen 
Special College Graduate Lease Program! 
No Down Payment! 
• 1 st Months Payment Paid By VOLKSWAGEN 
• Great Deals On New Volkswagens 
and Certified Pre-Owned Models. 
TO Qualify! Driws wanted!^ 
Must be within 4 months of graduation or have graduated no more than twenty-four 
months prior to the date of your credit application from one of the following: 
1. An accredited two or four year college 
2. An accredited Masters or Doctorate program 
3. An accredited Registered Nursing or Licensed Practical Nursing School. 
Call Everett Jones (912) 920-5455 or (800) 232-7808 
Email us at vaden.vw,sales@vvorldnet.att.net or stop 
by at 8300 Abercorn St. Savannah, GA 31406 for full details and qualifications. 
A Southern belle named Caroline 
By Kathy Bourassa 
Staff Writer 
Ding, dong, ding, dong 
The "Electronic Caroline" installed over the li- 
brary recently is keeping students on their toes while 
bringing GSU in line with other campuses around the 
country. 
"Almost ever major university has a bell system," 
Earl Cashon, who was appointed by president Bruce 
Grube to research and purchase the system, said. 
"(The president) feels it will raise the university's 
esteem." 
Although the university declined to build a full bell 
tower due to prohibitive costs, after Cashon's research 
was completed, three vendors bid on the project. 
$30,000 was approved by the Georgia Southern Foun- 
dation to purchase and install the chimes. 
The foundation obtains money for school projects 
with events such as the annual "A Day for Southern" 
fundraiser. Unlike with student funds, students are not 
required to vote on the projects. 
Cashon said the system is playing Westminster 
chimes every half-hour presently, alerting students to 
the time. Once the programming is better understood, 
however, it will provide a great deal of flexibility. 
The school plans to use the Electronic Caroline for 
other activities, such as lunchtime concerts, after the 
remaining equipment arrives. The school expects the 
keyboard to get delivered within the next few weeks. 
Cashon said he plans to brainstorm ideas with the 
music department. 
Theater major Rachel Andrews said she likes the 
bells and thinks that using them for concerts is a good 
idea. 
Who needs a bell tower anyway when the versatile 
Caroline sings so much better? 
GSU sponsors Disability Awareness Day 
Special to the G-A 
GSU will sponsor Disability 
Awareness Day starting tomorrow. 
This yearly event is designed to 
educate the campus and local com- 
munity on disability issues. This year, 
JOBS THAT MATTER 
www.uscg.mil/jobs 
YOU HAVEN'T LIVED 
TIL YOU'VE SAVED A LIFE. 
Talk about job satisfaction. Where else but in the U. S, Coast 
Guard could you save lives for a living? It's a good living too, with great 
pay and benefits, 30 days paid vacation, free travel, full- or part-time 
opportunities, plus money for college. Interested in an exciting military 
career? Give us a call. And the next life you save could be your own. Call 
1-800-GET-USCG for more information. 
the diversity of disability will be 
celebrated with a local elementary 
school. Disability simulations will 
be staged all day with the students 
of Brooklet Elementary school and 
entertainment will be provided by a 
troupe of dancers with disabilities, 
The Dawson Side Sliders. The group 
is composed of 28 fourth through 
sixth grade students, eight of which 
are regular education students and 
the rest of being exceptional stu- 
dents of varying ability levels. 
In the evening, the special edu- 
cation teachers from this region will 
be honored in a program presented 
by the GSU Disability Awareness 
Day committee in the Russell Union 
theater at 7 p.m. The special educa- 
tion teacher from each county will 
also be named and each will receive a 
certificate of appreciation. Cash prizes 
will be awarded to the GSU student 
winners of the campus contest for 
ideas and creations that enhance the 
lives of people with disabilities. 
Following the program, will be a 
reception where the GSU student 
projects will be showcased and the 
Dawson Side Sliders will perform. 
This special event will honor special 
education teachers of the region who 
assist "exceptional" students to dis- 
cover that a disability does not have to 
restrict their possibilities as produc- 
tive human beings. 
Now RENTING 
Brand New 
MINI STORAGE UNITS 
All Sizes 
Lowest Prices 
, _ti..     , U44AUL 
USCG Recruiting Office 
410 Mail Blvd. Suite D. 
Savannah, GA 31406 
(912)352-9714 
Bonus Opportunities Range From 
$2,000-$12,000 
if you qualify 
i. U-Haul Rentals 
U. S. COAST GUARD AND COAST GUARD RESERVE 
mm 
C&2@ 
COLLECTABLE^ 
9384 Hwy. 301 South (6 miles from GSU) 
Nascar Items, Diecast Cars, Apparel, 
Jewelry, and More 
Mon-Sat 9-6 681-6112 
•V. 
* 
■V- 
•V. 
* 
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Returning to square one 
The Single Guy 
Well, the end is near. At least for 
those of us fifth year seniors who 
have changed majors three times or 
had a little problem passing Calcu- 
lus. The enigma has become com- 
fortable, and reality is as intimidat- 
ing as your eighth-grade locker room. 
So, as I wave farewell, let me leave 
you with a few final thoughts. 
If the next stage is anything like 
the last transition, then I will be 
throwing out my letter man and 
tassel    once 
again.    Only       
this time it will 
readB.M.O.C. 
And I doubt 
many people 
will care that I 
know where to 
park before a 
GSU game or ^^^^^^^^ 
that I was the 
Single   Guy, 
but perhaps that is part of the glory 
of starting over. I could become 
Gandhi or Gomer, and it will be my 
decision. But you don't have to be 
graduating to experience this res- 
urrection. In a sense, every morn- 
ing is a new beginning. Even the 
tears of destruction can be wiped 
away by the hands of re-creation. 
Hope is the aftermath of despair. It 
allows us to see what really is worth 
keeping by seeing what is sturdy 
enough to survive. 
And dating is not far from this 
principal of life. Show me a rela- 
tionship where nothing is being sac- 
rificed, and I will show you a rela- 
tionship that is shallower than Beau- 
tiful Eagle Creek. Love is. by de- 
sign, nailed to a tree or at least 
spray painted on an overpass. 
Andre Agassi once said, it is 
better to live with disappointment 
than regret, and I feel that relation- 
SHOW ME A RELATIONSHIP WHERE NOTHING 
IS BEING SACRIFICED, AND I WILL SHOW 
YOU A RELATIONSHIP THAT IS SHALLOWER 
THAN BEAUTIFUL EAGLE CREEK. 
ships must be lived out the same 
way. All or nothing, go hard or go 
home. Anyone who would dare 
have a relationship with one foot 
out the door does not deserve the 
time of day much less the hand that 
the watch is attached to. 
And since I am quoting people 
John Calvin said that blushing is 
the color of virtue. And I couldn't 
agree more. Life is far too long to 
spend it by playing games. Wake 
up. Who you are today you will be 
tomorrow unless you return to 
square one. 
So with these last few thoughts, 
I say farewell to those of you who 
decided to read my little corner of 
the paper. To those I have offended, 
I cannot apologize for what I be- 
lieve. I can only offer the hand of 
respect for being willing to state 
and stand by what you think, a rare 
trait indeed. To those who have 
listened, thank you 
       for your ears and your 
patience for someone 
who is not always 
right, but thinks he 
is. To those still look- 
ing for that right per- 
son, remember the 
greatest   gift   the 
^^^^^      world    has    ever 
known came in a 
manger and some- 
times the strongest character is not 
the one who knows how to make 
you laugh with flattery, but rather 
the one who knows how to make 
you cry with something much 
deeper. 
And to everyone else, good 
evening and good-bye. 
If you have any final thoughts, 
please e-mail me at 
singleguy_gsu@yahoo.com. 
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EYEWEAR SPECIALS 
^^w^w^w^^w^w*?^^ 
Eye Glasses Exam $40 
Contact Lens Exam $60 
Buy a complete pair of prescription glasses | 
& get free pair of prescription sun glasses* <J 
"Call store for details 
|  2 Boxes Disposable Contacts $45    Styles include Polo, Calvin Klein, Esprit | 
S liivr-li i/-\ii-\it- TV-v*"]/""    lV\l/~\t*    ^t~tr\   Snoi^ii i+i acl ■*■>  ^"^. -w T-I ■ !-■■ -w-w-t-w^ •»   f    "M^«   t^P* ^m*    *    "w^ ■ "■» A JS (excluding Toric, Color, and Specialties) 
Dr. Marvin J. Cams, OD 
Independent Doctor of Optometry 
Adjacent Southern Eyecare    -> 
Across from the Mall, Statesboro 
(912) 764-2020 
Prescriptions given out. 
SOUTHERN EYECARE 
625 Brannen Street, Suite 7, Statesboro 
(912) 764-2020 
OPEN SATURDAYS & WEEKDAYS 
1-2 HOURS most glasses & bifocals. Custom orders 1-2 days | 
Mall 
LA Waters 
So. Evecare & Dr 
Hardees 
|      Valid R.x required to purchase contacts or eyeglasses. "•>■ Highway 80   * I 
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We don't run specials or nut our piercings on sale. For the best quality 
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9* 
Novelties, Gifts 
& Body Piercing 
by Rick 
n 
\*j 
Adult Novelties 
Sterling Silver Jewelry 
Smoking Accessories 
Lava Lamps 
Leather and Vinyl lingerie 
Beaded Curtains 
Candles & Incense 
Black Lights 
Zippo lighters 
Fish Nets 
§3 University Plaza 
871-4054 
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PICTURES 
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fiMUtdl a 
FDCC Am/AMPC CADE net AUVANlit aunt 
GEORIGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
@ Russell Union Theatre 
7:00 PM   Wednesday, May 3 
FREE ADMISSION* while pm® W 
INFO?: call 486-7270 
^Passes available at the 
2022 Russell Union. 
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed, 
Please arrive early. 
Presented in association with Eagle Cinema, 
www.omnipod.com 
alia 
■ 
imitti/rnBi 
WmuMnM 
PART-TIRE. FULL-TIME. IN N0T1ME1 
EAGLE CINEMA 
At rm Ruftwttt UMKW 
jfHTIiffctiW      IHMiHAHtt j MOJUAl flfKOSJ Tftfl 
Deferring taxes with 
TIAA-CREF can be so 
rewarding, you'll wonder 
why you didn't do it sooner. 
mkufktg 
One of the raster »,-»>, : .^tiiinenl nest egg is 
fejfrow !IA.- • :■ 
WtHfuwh ai -.   iMJfesrnyoursiy 
you ean easily hiaid mown* to SupfiieffMrtt ytw p 
! Security. 
Ar»? . 
'•'*« ■ - fund:,1 Mti tc. $yfi 
CBEFV mtid invKcmi-n: iwrfermirTC*, fee steed by OH 
COfntrrtmstftl ta k«e?:ing rxjv | 
nwney.woridng fan ft 
WWEST AS JJTTUE A$ rrreflt jeflay w-.]„ t<sx-rMrnTRi 
525 a ifwrtih 
linsuglMiiHMhMiMMk "iHA'' Wi s(*)fc pan 
psyrwd plan3 
  gifetftejieara 
1 
I 
IT'S IA5¥F0 SAVE MQfltTHftGLItiH 
IHEnWHIDrOttnfCMlM 
S1D2.9C8 
$67,514 
531.513 
mimi 
II IMS 
■ JMfct-B«ff»fei|i; 
HftMi iftiMlft »rwwj 
?8*i tic fer«Ad ibiH better f r«*tt jteat 11» urn 
MR M«8UK pal t*la ) «»inj4 i»?!!I»fl! I 
I   800 842   2776 
www,tiaa«iref,o r ~ 
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GSU students were asked: What 
are your plans for this summer? 
i :-■■■; ■ ■ ■ . 
'I plan on getting a job."        "Hanging out with my beauti-     "I'm going to summer school 
back home and working." 
Paul Miley 
freshman, biology major 
Kevin Cummings 
sophomore, CIS major 
ful girlfriend, Heather." 
Kris Hilton 
freshman, computer science 
major 
"Work, make money and 
spend time with my girl- 
friend." 
Joseph Lutz 
sophomore, English major 
"I am going to classes and 
working two jobs so I can af- 
ford an apartment next year." 
"I'm going to Uganda for 
eight weeks." 
Danielle Ott Ryan Johnson 
sophomore, science education     junior, speech communica- 
major tions major 
Photos by Zane Thomas 
Have a safe and fun summer! 
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PIZZA • CAJLZONES ♦ LASAGNA 
ui 
g 2 Medium 1-Topping 
*S        Pizzas for only 
$^799 
Lunch Buffet 
11 am to 2 pm 
only 3.99 
Dinner Buffet 4.99 
(weekdays only 6-8) 
• SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS 
HOLIDAY 
P 
MEAT & 
O 
~ m 
40S Fair Rcl. 
Next to Recreation Dept. 
Open Daiiyllam-11:30pm 
FREE DELIVERY 
70 
3 
   764-7669 
fixrz ciHNva ♦NivasaiAHVd NHMDIHD »so. VTVS Sanaa ♦ saaoNid NSDTDIHD 
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I  I I C^inimmesKe Restaurant 
Dine In • Carry Out • Host Parties 
A Place for Authentic 
Chinese Food 
Located by Winn-Dixie.   .    Open Daily: 
Next to Dollar General   11:30 am - 10:30 pm   (912> 489-8813, 764-5536 
mi . mtm 1 
Monday 
Dart Tournament w\$5<) prize 
$2.00 Big Mug Refills 
$8.95 Ribeye 
Tuesday 
All--You-Cun-Eat wings $7.95 
Live Trivia with Jeff & Tocld 
Wednesday 
Taylor & Kyle 
Si Jack 
$ 1  Margaritas 
$5-95 Fajitas 
Tluusday 
Karaoke 
Rib-O-Raraa $7.95 
Friday 
Taylor 8c Kyle 
S10 Buckets of Bud Light 
Saturday 
Past Vertical 
25 cent wings till 6pm 
MONDAY 
Free Pool 
SOG beer pitchers 
"1 long necks 
25e wings 
TUESDAY 
Ladies Nile 
(1« 25 ladies free) 
Dime Draft 
s2 Coronas 
"1 Long necks 
25c wings 
WEDNESDAY 
50G beer pitchers 
1" 25 ladies free 
"■Z Coronas 
"•1 long necks 
25c wings 
>o 
Bar & Grill 
200 Lanior Drive. Stalosboro 
68 1 -3533 
Thursday 
Urban Showcase Nite 
$1 Vodkas 
$2 Coronas 
$1 long necks 
25c wings 
Eriday 
Live Band: 
Country Line 
$9 Buckets of Beer 
$2 well.drinks 
$2 Coronas 
a«K 
Mo^v   WOODEN NICKEL 
$1 MAlMiAIUTAS 
U.I WILLIE 
TUESDAY 
BIJIMiliII rVICHIT 
ft PM - U I»M KARAOKE WITH Ell MILLER 
$3 1/2 LB. BIIltOEIl & FRIES SIO PITHERS OF IHJIMiS 
$10 BUCKETS 0» BEER SATURDAY 
I1HIIHSDAY 
STENNIS & ROI'ER 
*1  WEIX8 
2I5C WUVtiS 
FRIDAY 
WEPNESBAY 
IJIBIES NIGHT 
$1 VODKAS 
$1  IOOZ. BRAFI'S 
ULTIMATE !>A1\'<:E PARTY 
WITH I>.I W(UU) 
NO COVER ItElOKE  lOPM 
CATERING AVAILABLE 
Don't Drink and Drive 
The Life You Save May 
Be Your Ownl 
IvINICmWL 
AT Tirr RXJSSEIX UNIO 
A Division of Student Affairs 
All Movies Show in 
Russell Union 
Theater 
For more info., call 486-7270 
The Beach 
Thursday, April 28th 
@ 8:00 pm 
Friday, April 29th 
@ 7:30 & 9:00 pm 
Saturday, April 30th 
@7:00 pm 
♦if 
f 
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Widespread Panic returns to the 'Boro 
%' 
«* 
1 
Special Photo 
Widespread Panic, one of today's most popular college bands will return to Statesboro for the 
second time in five years to perform at Hanner Fieldhouse Friday. 
By Bilal Malik 
Staff Writer 
This Friday one of the best bands 
ever compiled in the state of Georgia 
will be playing harminously at Hanner 
Fieldhouse. Widespread Panic is on 
their way to Statesboro for the second 
time in five years. 
Widespread Panic is one of the 
most popular college bands in the coun- 
try and are bringing their southern fried 
percussion to GSU. The combination of 
electric and bass guitars, drums and bon- 
gos feeds the audience with a euphoric 
ryhthm of sound. 
The growing popularity of the band 
comes from the dedication the band has 
for their fans. Widespread Panic is fa- 
mous for taking care their fans as well as 
numerous charities. For instance, John 
Bell (lead guitarist) was recently in atten- 
dance at a Macon Braves baseball game 
and decided to buy a beer for everyone in 
thestadium. The announcertold, "every- 
one in the stadium to go to the concession 
stand to pick up their free beer courtesy of 
Widespresd Panic." The free beer was in 
celebration of a new recording contract. 
Every fan has heard numerous ru- 
mors on how the band ever came up with 
the name Widespread Panic. The truth is 
due to anxiety problems Michael Houser 
(lead electric guitarist) was nicknamed 
"panic" and one day he came home and 
announced that he didn't want to be just 
"panic" , he wanted to be "Widespread 
Panic". 
The band consists of six members: 
John Bell (vocals, acoustic, and electric 
guitar), John' 'Jo Jo" Herman (keyboards, 
vocals), Michael Houser (lead electric 
guitar, vocals), Todd Nance (drums), 
Domingo "Sunny" Ortiz (percusssionist) 
and David Schools (bass, vocals). 
The original foundations of Wide- 
spread Panic were cemented in Athens, 
Georgia. Michael Houser and John Bell 
met at the University of Georgia in 1982 
and began playing together. One year 
later David Schools was introduced to 
John Bell through a mutual friend and 
was invited to play with them. 
Schools was a child prodigy fiddler 
and demonstrated that he could add a little 
something to the lyrics Bell and Houser 
had written. In the Spring of 1985 they 
played their first gig together with suc- 
cess. The next Fall they completed their 
first record (45"), "Coconut image/Mon- 
key Image". 
On February 9,1986 Todd Nance 
play ed his first gig as drummer and earned 
a spot with the band. Domingo "Sunny" 
Ortiz who later became the band's fifth 
full time member play ed in his first gig at 
the famous Uptown Lounge in October 
of 1986. 
In September of 1988 the fabulous 
five completed their first album "Space 
Wrangler". The music was great yet the 
band was missing one key element. 
Keyboardist T Lavitz of the Dixie Dregs 
joined the group contributing to the re- 
cording of "Mom's.Kitchen" in May of 
1991. 
HoweverJohn"JoJo"Hermanbagan 
sitting in with the band on keyboards in 
early 1992, and eventually became a 
permanent member. The rest my fellow 
student and friends is history, the band 
Widespread Panic was finally concrete in 
sound and character. 
This Friday, GSU is in for a very 
special treat. Widespread Panic is one of 
the best live bands of our era. Some 
experts would argue that the band is 
playing their best music right now. I 
personally would have to agree. 
There may be students on this campus 
not familiar with the band and their 
folowing, but I encourage you to open 
your minds to one of the best live bands 
in the country. 
To see Widespread Panic live at my 
University is a privilege many college 
campuses want very bad, but will never 
have. Thank You Widespread Panic! 
Always remember, "Why worry? just 
panic!" 
The Director and Staff 
of the Georgia Southern University 
Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program 
is p. eased to announce the 
2000-2001 Class of McNair Scholars 
i 
! 
f 
Shawnae Allen 
Kalesha Brown 
LaCrissa Cook 
Phyllis Hill 
Christopher Johnson 
Heather Foisyth-Kehr 
Richard Kilburn 
Carol King 
in 
Eric Orrington 
Masih Sharif 
nor 
unior 
Senior 
unior 
unior 
unior 
Senior 
unior 
unior 
unior 
Senior 
unior 
unior 
Devoc Walker 
Ronald Wright 
Junior 
Senior 
Sports Medicine 
Early Childhood Education 
Chemistry 
Histoty/Philosophy 
History 
Engineering 
Political Science 
Mathematics 
International Studies 
Mathematics 
English 
Industrial Engineerin 
Computer Science 
Special Education 
Sports Medicine 
Lost 
& 
Found 
Come to the Info Desk in 
Russel Union to look for 
lost items. 
Any thing lost is sure to be found. 
"There's got to be more to 
summer than this, Susie../ 
Y ou're right, Tommie. There is morel 
Work on your degree during GPC's 
Sito Summer SGJW 
Georgia 
Perimeter 
1^011626 
An assocrate degree-granting 
college of the University 
TO   System of Georgio/AA/EOE 
choose from four and a half-week sessions, 
six and a half-week sessions, or nine-week 
sessions. 
Enroll in online courses and telecourses 
which allow you to "attend class" from 
remote locations. 
Courses are transferable to most 
institutions. 
For best consideration, apply by 
May 15, 2000. 
For more information, visit our web 
site ot www.gpc.peachnet.edu or 
call 404-299-4564. 
; ■■:< 
Today's Quote 
"If you ain't lovin', 
then you ain't livin'." 
-- George Strait 
"That's all folks..." -- Porky Pig k George-Anne Classifieds, etc. 
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Crossword 
'     ACROSS 
! 1 For Pete's ! 
; 5 Take amiss 
', 9 Old photo color 
14 First place? 
)5 Out of the wind 
16 Lock of hair 
J 7 Brewer's grain 
.18 Run of the  
j9 Fermenting 
i    agent 
20 Policy of 
!    extending one's 
!    empire 
fe3 Pool stick 
£4 Marsh plant 
25 Coded message 
27 Printing machine 
30 Distress call 
32 Geological time 
period 
S3 Walk stealthily 
36 Jack Sprat's fare 
39 Scotch 
companion? 
11 Nary a soul 
42 Tickle Me  
13 Augury 
ft4 Silver-tongued 
46 Wager 
!t7 Substantiate 
49 Silly 
J51 Hold your ! 
63 Jamaican citrus 
fruit 
55 "A Nightmare on 
__ Street" 
56 Epithet for Rome 
b2 Native Alaskan 
64 Piece of 
evidence 
65-Joint with a cap 
r36 Help with the 
dishes 
'67 Verifiable 
68 List-ending 
\    words 
69 Discourage 
!70 Tennis units 
71 Loaf about 
DOWN 
; 1 18-wheeler 
2 Eve's old man 
3 Common 
seaweed 
4 Comes in 
1 3 3 4 1 i. 
/ 
22 
10 ,; ::- 13     1 
14 
17 
20 
3- 
■ 2 
24 
30 
' 
26 JJ 27 26 29 
32 ■ 33 34 35 36 37 38 
39 40 41 42 
43 44 ■ m 46 47 48 49 -.0 51 52 54 
59 55 ■ 56 57 58 60 6- 
62 63 
1 
64 
1 ' 66 68 69 
©20C 
All rig 
OTri 
its « 
une 
serv 
Vledis 
xJ. 
Serv ices. nc. 3/2 1/00 
5 Mrs. Eisenhower 
6 Trojan War story 
7 Dudley Do- 
Right's girl 
8 Sub shop 
9 Flummox 
10 Before, 
poetically 
11 Fruity dessert 
12 Point in question 
13 Fall flower 
21 Take five 
22 Coarse sieve 
26 Ashen 
27 Miguel's money 
28 Space 
29 "Terms of " 
30 Nero Wolfe's 
creator 
31 Ice-cream 
holder 
34 Overrun 
35 DC. bigwigs 
37 Prayer closer 
38 Short letter 
40 Social insects 
45 Cash drawer 
Solutions 
1 1 0 1 s 1 3 S ti 3 i 3 a 
1 V 1 3 3 n ti 1 3 S N 1 y 
3 3 N >i 1 0 V d 1 n 3 1 V 
A 1 1 0 1   V fi ti 3   1 ]|l>! 1 3 
| 1 1   0 ■ ■' 3   S H O H 
a N V   N || S 3 11 . ■ 
i 3 a ■ J. \\ n 1 d N 3 w O 
0 m i 3 3 . 0 O N V a 0 S 
N V 3 1 3 C i d 1 ■ '. 0 3 
■ A V   3 ti 0 s ■ ■ s S3 ti d 
a 3 H d| 1 ■ ■ 3   3 = ■ 
3 n 3|.'. S    1 1 V i  a 3 d [■'. 1 
1 s V 3   A 1 1 n 1 i V W 
S s 3 ti i 3 3 1 V N 3 a 3 
V 1 d 3 S a N 1 n 
:; X V S 
48 Balance on the 
brink 
50 Buffalo coin 
51 Got wind (of) 
52 Kukla's friend 
53 Full-length 
57 Newts 
58 Like hen's teeth 
59 Involved with 
60 Mallard's 
cousin 
61 Holler 
10 G-A Action Ads 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The 
George-Anne is the official student news- 
paper of Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU students and 
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The 
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in 
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The 
ideas expressed herein are those of the edi- 
tor or the individual authors and do not nec- 
essarily represent the views of the Student 
ffledia Committee, the administration, the 
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern Uni- 
versity, or the University System of Geor- 
gia. The George-Anne is published three 
times weekly during the academic year and 
f(ve times during summers. Any questions 
regarding content should be directed to the 
editor at by phone at 912/681-5246 or fax 
at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send 
electronic messages to the newspaper staff 
by visiting our web site at http:// 
www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, 
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, 
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern Univers- 
ity, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 
912/486-7113 (Fax) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves the right to re- 
fuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for 
reserving space and submitting advertising 
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intend- 
ed publication date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample 
54 Microsoft's man     63 Play for a fool 
publications, contact: Jonathan Brooks, Ad- 
vertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681 -5418; or 
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912)681-0069. 
20 Announcements 
FACULTY AND Staff's Children Easter Egg 
Hunt. Sponsored by Kappa Sigma and Al- 
pha Delta Pi. Thursday April 20. Begins at 
4:30p.m. in front of Henderson Library ar- 
ound pond. 
FOR THE month of April GSU Students eat 
for 1/2 price Wednesday from 6am-11am. 
HUDDLE HOUSE Located on the corner of 
Lanier and 301.681-4044 ANY MEAL, ANY 
TIME 
THE BLACK Student Alliance presents: 
BSA week: promoting unity and ethnic pride. 
April  27-28. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to all A PHI O mem- 
bers born in May: Kristyn Borus, Amy Ba- 
nister, Hal Rowell, Angela Sullivan, and Su- 
zanne Evans. 
40 Autos for Sale 
FOR SALE 1991 Cutlass Calais. Fair Con- 
dition, 158,000 miles. Call Jeannie at 871- 
7683. 
FOR SALE 1984 Lincoln Town Car. Excel- 
lent condition. Call 681-9140. 
FOR SALE, 1993 Chevrolet, Cavalier w/ 
am/fm, stereo w/ tape, cruise, white with 
blue interior, special equipped with hand 
controls and Braun car topper (a wheelchair 
carrier) 73K. Asking $4500. Call 681-5982. 
52 Bicycles 
MEN'S 26IN Huffy Santa Fe bike. 5 speeds, 
nearly new, $75. Call mornings or even- 
ings 764-3645. 
80 Computers & 
Software 
IBM COMPATIBLE PC includes monitor, 
keyboard, CD ROM, speakers, modem, and 
hard drive. Also has Desk Cannon BJC 
printer. All for $250. Call Heather at 681- 
8443. 
120 Furniture & 
Appliances 
FOR SALE Blue sleeper sofa and loveseat, 
$75 for both or $50 for sofa, $25 for love- 
seat. Please call Cathie at 489-1134. 
COUCHES FOR SALE — matching love- 
seat, beige, pillowy texture, extremely com- 
fortable. $200 for both OBO. Please call 
681 -1101 — if not available leave message. 
LIVING ROOM and bedroom furniture for 
sale. Wiilingto work out a price. If interest- 
ed please call 489-2360. 
TABLES for sale. One coffee table, two 
end tables with drawers and one tv stand/ 
end table with storage space. $125 for the 
set or will sell separately. Call 489-1083. 
140 Help Wanted 
ARE YOU READY FOR A BREAK from 
school? The Hampton Inn is looking for a 
full time employee. Top 'Boro wages and 
training provided. Experience will be an ad- 
dition to any resume. Must be taking at least- 
one semester off. Bring your resume and 
cover letter to Hampton Inn — 616 Fair 
Road. 
SUMMER SALES Internships Earn $3000- 
$7000+ gain valuable business experience 
selling yellow page advertising in you Offi- 
cial University Telephone Directory. Excel- 
lent advertising/sales/public relations chal- 
lenge. Great Resume Booster! Nationally 
recognized training program. Call Paul at 
College Directory Publishing 800-466-2221 
Ext288 
INTERNET JOBS for all majors: Around- 
campus.com is looking for student repre- 
sentatives with strong communication skills 
to help launch our new personalized, onilne 
community for your campus. Work directly 
with professors & students to promote the 
effective use of the Internet. Flexible sched- 
ules for Fall and Summer. Full training pro- 
vided. Fax resumes to (610) 940-1520 (attn. 
Hr Director) or apply online at www.around- 
campus.com/jobs. 
160 Miscellaneous for 
Sale 
FOR SALE black, metal futon $100 OBO, 
13", Philco, color TV $50 Call 871-6220. 
TAN JEEP Bikini top for sale. Brand new. 
$40 OBO. Call for more info. 489-0001 
220 Rentals & Real 
Estate 
LEASE OR SUBLEASE. Roomy 3 bed- 
room duplex. $175/room (including utilities). 
Stephanie 489-9831 
APARTMENTS FOR Rent. One bedroom 
with washer and dryer with water included. 
One bedroom with water included in rent. 
Low Rates! Call Kenny Ellis 687-5026. 
Your   Morning 
Why start your day stuck in traffic? 
There's no such thing as rush 
hour at an EYA wilderness camp. 
Our youth counselors live and work 
in some of the most beautiful, 
natural settings in the eastern 
United States. Hike the Appalachian 
Trail. Canoe the Suwanee. Sleep 
under the stars. Develop personal 
relationships. And help at-risk kids 
get back on the right path. 
Doesn't that sound a lot 
better than breathing exhaust 
fumes twice a day? For more 
information, park your mouse at 
www.eckerd.org. 
Send resume to: 
Selection Specialist/CN 
P.O. Box 7450 
Clearwater, FL 33758-7450 
or e-mail to: recruiting@eckerd.org 
ECKERD 
¥& 
YOUTH 
ALTERNATIVES 
1-800-222-1473   •   www.eckerd.org 
All majors encouraged to apply. 
Paid training provided. 
EOE 
Mother Goose & Grimm 
Ick 
TRYING NOT TO LOOK 
OBVIOUS, gog 
RANDOMLY BUMPS 
INTO TUE SCREEN. 
a/5 
O 
Gongfarmers 
HARK.! A PASSEN&ER 
TRAINf   ttEADlWG RIGHT 
FOR  A    ^.COLLAPSED 
0~^KALT~~SI TRESTLE' 
'HIS   LOOK'S    LIKE    A, 
JOB   FOR- 
SUPERMAN 
OR   THE. 
SUBLEASING FOR summer at Seasons 
Apartments. $215 month, private and spa- 
cious bedroom / bath, washer/dryer, pool, 
great view of Pond. Interning this summer 
call 681-9048. 
310 Wanted 
SUB-LEASE or lease 1 BR needed ASAP. 
Great location in Statesboro Place. Must 
see to appreciate. 1 1/3 bath Call or leave 
message call 912-541-2484. 
SHORT TERM LEASE large 2 bedroom" 
512 South College, Quiet area- Walk to 
GSU $400/ month 681-2300 531-2300. A 
Licensed GA Realtor 
FALL RENTALS Large 3 bedroom, 2 
bath, Quiet complex- Walk to GSU Pool & 
Volleyball $220/person 681-2300 
531-2300. A Licensed Ga Realtor. 
HOUSES AND Apartments for rent.: Now 
and for August. No Pets. Call James Hood 
764-6076. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE available May 10.2 
BR/1 1/2 BA townhouse. $450/ month. Call 
764-1130 (days), 489-8914 (nights) 
APARTMENT FOR Rent. Two bedroom 
with washer and dryer water included with 
rent. For more information call Kenny Ellis 
687-5026. 
INTERNING THIS summer Need to sub- 
lease room. Three bedroom house, wash- 
er and dryer only $241 a month. Both room- 
mates are very relaxed. Contact Kevin 681- 
9287. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment for sublease, 
spacious, washer and dryer, pets allowed. 
Only $335/month. If interested, please call 
489-2360. 
LOOKING FOR a place to live? www.hou- 
sing101.net... Your move off campus! 
Search for apartments. Free roomate sub- 
let listings. 
MALE NEEDED to lease 2BR apartment 
close to campus and bars $192.50 per 
month. Call Derek ASAP at 681 -6491 leave 
message for fall 2000 
S100MAY RENT Summer sublease, 1 of 4 
rooms, walk to campus. It is furnished, $215 
and 1/4 utilities. Optional lease take over. 
Call Ryan at 871-4853. 
230 Roommates 
MALE ROOMMATE needed for 2BR apt 
$225 month + 1/2 util. Contact Dexter at 
681-7622 after 5pm 
ROOMMATE NEEDED private bad, wash- 
er and dryer, dishwasher. $300 per month 
and utilities. Call Kristie at 764-9701 or 278- 
1465 
FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share 2 
bedroom apartment in fall. $240/month plus 
1/2 utilities. If interested please call ASAP 
681-2362. 
MALE/ Female Roommate needed for 3 BR 
house. No deposit, no lease $250 month 
+ 1/3 utilities. 489-4028 leave message. 
NEEDED A.S.A.P.  M/F to sublease large 
room w/ private bath, walk to campus, w/d 
included. $250/month. Call Julie at 871- 
4070. 
320 Word Processing/ 
Typing 
TYPING AVAILABLE. Term papers, re- 
ports, resumes, etc. Short notice is not a 
problem. Call 865-2796 and leave a mes- 
sage. 
$15 an Hour 
Fart-lime 
On Campus 
Cutting-edge 
Opportunity for 
full-Time alter Graduation 
Hiring Km (or 
Summer J/orFall 
in-laws 
town? 
This calls for 
around or .golf 
There's no better way to escape - 
er, relax-than with a peaceful 
round of golf at a Georgia State 
Park Golf Course. Spectacular 
layouts, expertly woven into 
the natural surroundings. With 
none of the noise, crowds, or 
construction of other courses. 
All forabout S24 a round on 
weekends, including cart. 
You may just have to invite her 
family to town more often. 
Georgia 
STATE PARK GOLF COURSES 
"5 Pay, 4-Play! 
wi/eup Mon.-Triurs. 
ExpiresS-JI CO 
■ -   r J   i &raze!l's Creek 
"       , <V >,   r       *T   QORDOMA.AU7AMAHA 
Wtl& Pro Shop: 9*?/557-7745 
inonlu. 
WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR THE SUMMER? 
WANT A BREAK FROM All THE SMESB 
NEED TO MAKE A LITTLE EXTRA MONEY? 
LEED STAFFING SERVICES 
Is Now Recruting 
Summer Production Associates For 
THE TRANE COMPNAY - Vidalia Operations 
Pay Starts at $7.40/HR + Bonuses & Off Shift Incentives] 
Applications are accepted in the lobby at Trane 
712 AAcNatt St., Vidalia Ga 
Mondays - Fridays 1:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
For additional information call 912/538-1785 
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'Return to Me': A movie 
review from both sexes 
By Tricia Hall and Justin 
Johnson 
Two Lifestyles Editors 
Just: There are very few movies 
that Trish and I can both agree on as to 
what a great movie is. We usually have 
completely different opinions about 
every movie we see together. Trish is 
all about "chick flicks." Those sappy, 
make-you-cry, type of movies. So, from 
the beginning I had low expectations 
of the quality of a movie called "Return 
to Me" This movie had "chick flick" 
written all over it. 
Trish: I can't believe that I got Just 
to see "Return to Me." I think that the 
only reason he agreed to see this "chick 
flick" was because it had Minnie Driver 
in it. However, -from the very first 
scene I knew that this movie was going 
to be good. I kept looking over at Just 
to see what his reaction was during the 
sappier parts, but he seemed to be 
enjoying the movie. I knew that if he 
didn't, he'd never let me live it down. 
Just: Maybe at first I was smiling 
during the movie because I realized 
that as long as Trish and I wrote a 
review on this movie, we'd be re- 
embursed for it. Sweet. However, I 
Special Photo 
Minnie Driver 
must have fallen into the trap 
or something 
because darn it...Hiked the 
movie. The plot perhaps was 
a little cheesy, Bob Rueland 
(David Duchovny) falls in 
love with Grace Briggs 
(Minnie Driver), who, 
wouldn't you know...was 
given the heart of his dead 
wife in a heart transplant a 
year earlier. At first I thought, 
"What a coincidence." But 
the somewhat cheesy plot was 
actually full of good stuff, 
and well, I caught myself 
smiling throughout the 
movie. Just don't tell anyone 
that I said that. 
Trish: I don't think that 
the plot was cheesy. I thought 
that it was sweet. Grace had 
never really been in love, but 
the first guy she falls in love with just 
happens to be Bob, whose late wife's 
heart is now her own. Isn't that roman- 
tic? His wife dies, but then her life is 
restored in Minnie's life. This fairy 
tale romance isn't presented in a sappy 
way, rather it is presented in 
a cute, funny manner. 
Just: So maybe it 
wasn't sappy, but the plot 
could only happen on a Hol- 
lywood movie set. It was 
sort of one of those movies 
that makes you feel good on 
the inside. There are the 
classic scenes of course: boy 
likes girl, girl likes boy back, 
family loves boy, girl real- 
izes she has her man's dead 
wife's heart, (ok maybe that 
one isn't classic) girl runs 
away, boy goes off to find 
her, and they live happily 
ever after....the end. How- 
ever, the movie is 
funny... .there are some great 
sidekicks like Megan Day- 
ton, (Bonnie Hunt) who you 
know   from   "Random 
Special Photo 
David Duchovny 
Hearts" and "Beethoven," who is one 
of the most fun actresses to watch kid 
around.. Then there are a slew of 
elderly cast members who are so much 
fun to watch and listen to them crack 
jokes on young people, that you can't 
help but love them. They reminded me of 
my grandparents, and how the most inno- 
cent of their comments can come off as 
hilarious. This movie is a must see in my 
opinion. It's one of the best "chick flicks" 
I've seen in a long time. 
Trish: I agree that the old people were 
hilarious. They tried so hard to make 
things perfect between Bob and Grace. 
It's kind of like if your grandparents tried 
to set you up. On a serious note, the movie 
also illustrated what it was like to lose 
someone one you truly love. The love 
between Bob and his wife was so strong. 
They seemed to really adore each other. 
The night before she dies (this is at the 
beginning, so I'm not mining anything 
for you), they are at a party and the look in 
her eyes when she looks at him shows her ■ 
love and dedication to him. 
I would definitely recommend "Re- 
turn to Me." Any movie that Justin and I 
can agree on shows great promise. 
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A NOW HIRING,/ 
JMl IN TIME FOK WWHf -T   J 
CHECK. 01)101)1        /y\ 
• Apr it Specials ■ 
CONE MONTH UNLIMITED TANNINf 
m 
ONE MONTH UNLIMITED TANNINf, YOUt 
CHOICE OF SWBMH UAUTY OK i.H.O 
LOTION, AND fOtfLEi ■ 
ONLY $55 
COOL, CLEAN lEDi IN A 
lELAXIN<j ATMOiFHEKE 
CALL fOl A?}'OINTMENT 871-7522 
60+ FAIK KD.    INilDE FOWEUEL 
Free 
•   • 
digital phone. 
Free 
long distance. 
Free 
bonus minutes. 
$50 credit on select digital phones* 
50% Bonus Minutes Offer 
$50 for 500 minutes plus 250 bonus minutes - /SO minutes 
$70 for 700 minutes plus 350 bonus minutes ■ 1050 minutes 
$90 for 1000 minutes plus 500 bonus minutes -1500 minutes 
Now at Powertel,you can get 50% more bonus minutes on all of our Personal Power Plans, And 
get free long distance to anywhere in the U.S. on $50 plans and above. But hurry, offer ends soon 
912-871-7522     Tiger wireless 
604 Fair Rd 
Statesboro, GA 
'powertel 
1 AUTHORIZED    AGENT 
Nokia 51% 
$49.95 
-$50 credit 
Nokia 6190 
| $99.95 
$50 credit 
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NATIONAL EMPLOYEE HEALTH 
AND FITNESS DAY 
WHERE0 Russell Union 
WHEN? Wednesday May 17th 
2:00pm.-4:30p.m 
WHAT is National Employee Health and Fitness (NEHF)0 
NEHF is the largest worksite and community health and fitness 
program in the U.S..sponsored exclusively by the National 
Association of Governor's Councils on Physical Fitness and 
Sports. Launched nationally in 1989, NEHF encourages 
employees to become active and healthier through fun, non- 
competitive activities. The official date for health 
observance is the third Wednesday each May, 
Blood Pressure Screenings 
Stress Management 
Health Information 
Prizes 
Giveaways 
Sponsored by the University Wellness Council 
http://\vw\v2.gasou.eduAveNness 
■ » 
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Turn Your Books 
Into Cash 
i 
9 
^EAXTB 
Buyback 
The University Store 
» 0,- 
4 
May 5th - 12th 
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THE   UNIVERSITY  STORE 
gsustore.com 
